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Profit

Core Profit After Tax rose 62% to
US$89.6 million, a record for the
Company, while Reported Profit 
After Tax was 82% higher, at 
US$85.7 million. Profitability was driven
by higher oil production combined with
strong commodity prices. Earnings per
share increased to US 7.7 cents or 
A 11.7 cents. A US 1 cent ordinary
dividend and, in recognition of the
strong result, a US 1 cent special
dividend, has been declared.

Core Operating Profit After Tax

What’s changed... In October 2003, Oil Search took over as operator of all PNG’s 
oil fields. This fulfilled the key recommendation of Oil Search’s 2002 Strategic Review, to take
control of the Company’s core assets. Operatorship provides Oil Search with the levers to
extract maximum value from its existing asset base, by enhancing production, reducing
operating costs and revitalising exploration activity in PNG. Our measured diversification 
outside PNG is also starting to pay off, with an oil discovery in Yemen shortly after the year end. 

Production

Oil Search produced 10.35 mmboe 
in 2003, 24% higher than in 2002. 
This increase reflected a full year’s
contribution from the Orogen merger,
two months from the ChevronTexaco
purchase and rising production from
the Moran field. The natural decline 
in production from Oil Search’s 
mature Kutubu and Gobe fields was
substantially attenuated, a direct result
of the initiatives of the Kutubu and
Gobe Asset Teams.

Net Production

Operatorship

In May 2003, Oil Search was
unanimously elected by its Joint
Venture partners to operate all 
PNG’s oil fields, following
ChevronTexaco’s resignation of 
the role. After a rigorously audited
transition process, Oil Search formally
took over operatorship in October
2003. As a result, Oil Search’s
employee numbers have increased
from 200 to over 800, with over 500
PNG nationals, and all operating
systems have been reviewed, and
where appropriate, upgraded.

The assumption of operatorship is 
one of the most important events 
in the Company’s 74-year history. 
It represents an historic opportunity 
for Oil Search to implement a range 
of production, cost and development
initiatives which will maximize the 
value of our oil fields. It has already
resulted in the development of an
integrated oil and gas model, a key
driver for our decision to progress 
gas commercialisation.
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2004 Calendar of events
Event Expected Date*

Release of Preliminary Final Statement for 2003 Full Year 25 February

Ex-dividend date for 2003 full-year dividend 20 April

Release of 2004 First Quarter Report 22 April

Record Date for 2003 full-year dividend 27 April

Payment of dividend for 2003 11 May

Annual General Meeting (Port Moresby) 28 May

Release of 2004 Second Quarter Report 22 July

Release of Interim Profit Statement for 6 months to June 2004 25 August

Release of 2004 Third Quarter Report 21 October

End of Financial Year 31 December
* Subject to change

Glossary of Terms

1P Proven reserves

2P Proven and Probable reserves

barrel/bbl The standard unit of measurement for all production and sales – one barrel equals 159 litres 
or 35 imperial gallons

bcf Billion cubic feet where a billion is defined as 109. On average 1 bcf of sales gas = 1.055 petajoules 

boe Barrels of oil equivalent - the factor used to convert volumes of different hydrocarbon production 
to barrels of oil equivalent. Conversion rate used by Oil Search for gas is 6,000 cubic feet gas is
equivalent to 1 barrel of oil

bopd Barrels of oil per day

development well Wells designed to produce hydrocarbons from a gas or oil field within a proven productive
reservoir defined by exploration or appraisal drilling

hydrocarbons Solid, liquid or gas compounds of the elements hydrogen and carbon

LNG Liquefied natural gas

LPG Liquid petroleum gas

mmbbls Million barrels

mmscf/d Million standard cubic feet per day

PDL Petroleum Development Licence

PL Pipeline Licence

PRL Petroleum Retention Licence

PJ Petajoules – joules are the metric measurement unit for energy – a petajoule is equal to 
1 joule x 1015

PPL Petroleum Prospecting Licence

Proven reserves Proven reserves are those reserves that to a high degree of certainty (90% confidence), 
are recoverable – there is relatively little risk associated with these reserves

Proven & Probable Proven and Probable reserves (2P) are reserves that analysis of geological and engineering data 
reserves suggests are more likely than not to be recoverable – there is at least a 50% probability that

reserves recovered will exceed Proven and Probable reserves

Seismic Survey A survey used to gain an understanding of rock formations beneath the earth’s surface

tcf Trillion cubic feet (measurement of gas volume)

wildcats Exploration wells testing new play concepts or structures distanced from current fields

CORPORATE CALENDAR AND GLOSSARY OF TERMS



Where we are today

Following the purchase of ChevronTexaco’s PNG assets
Oil Search now owns around 70% of PNG’s discovered
oil and over 50% of its gas and operates all of PNG’s
producing fields. The Company is responsible for the
generation of 20% of the country’s export revenues 
and 14% of its GDP. 

With production largely unhedged in 2003, Oil Search
has benefited directly from high oil prices which, together
with rising production, have left Oil Search with an
exceptionally strong balance sheet, well capable of
funding all anticipated future capital requirements, 
both in PNG and overseas. 

With control over our key assets, the Company is now 
in an unprecedented position to grow.

Oil Search Limited 2003 1

…the most significant change
in the history of Oil Search
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With the acquisition of ChevronTexaco’s PNG
Oil and Gas interests Oil Search has become
the dominant industry force in PNG.

2003 was another year of significant achievement for Oil
Search. As well as delivering record production and profits,
the Company became a regionally significant operator, when
it assumed operatorship of the oil fields in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) from ChevronTexaco. This delivered a major corporate
objective of our 2002 Strategic Review, which was to take
greater control of our core assets, thereby ensuring
appropriate investment and activity would take place to
deliver their maximum potential value.

The assumption of operatorship followed a rigorous internal
organisational review and significant auditing by our Joint
Venture Partners to ensure the Company was fully prepared to
accept this responsibility. Successful conclusion of this activity
resulted in the operator handover in October, a particularly
significant day for the Company and PNG: a locally based
organisation now operates all producing oil and gas fields in
the country, demonstrating a rapid growth in maturity of a
local PNG business since oil and gas production started in 
the early 1990s. This represents an historic opportunity for 
Oil Search to implement a range of production, cost reduction
and development initiatives which will maximise the value 
of our oil and gas assets in the country. Already the benefits 
of these activities are being seen, with a lower cost base 
and accelerated development activity at NW Moran and 
SE Mananda. 

The Company also completed a highly accretive acquisition 
of the ChevronTexaco assets in PNG, at a very competitive
price. Production from these interests are making a good
contribution to the Company’s profits, especially at prevailing
oil prices, as well as adding to our developed oil reserve
portfolio, more than replacing 2003 production. 

In addition, Oil Search delivered on its strategic objective 
of rationalising its mineral businesses and concentrating on
its oil and gas assets. During 2003, the Company finalised
the sale of its Porgera gold mine, which substantially
completed Oil Search’s exit from minerals. Funds derived
from this sale were used to purchase the ChevronTexaco 
oil and gas assets.

The Company has never been stronger in all measures of
reserves, production and financial performance, all of which
reached all-time highs in 2003. The Company Balance Sheet
was also strengthened, with a low gearing level and capacity
to fund significant development and exploration activities. 

A core objective for the Company in 2004 is to make a
commitment to commercialise a gas development and
capture value from our large discovered gas resource. Our
newly acquired operating capabilities have already resulted 
in a new co-ordinated approach for oil and gas investment in
PNG and have the potential to deliver considerable synergy
value for our oil and gas assets.

We recognise that commercialisation of our gas resources
has the largest potential to deliver value for our shareholders.
Additionally, we believe that, based on our greater influence
in both oil and gas, brought about by operatorship and the
ChevronTexaco acquisition, Oil Search must now take the
lead in pursuing gas developments in PNG.

The window of opportunity to maximise the value of our gas
resources is limited and we believe a gas development must
proceed in the next 12 to 18 months to deliver the potential
benefits. Oil Search has made a bold decision to move to
Front End Engineering and Design (FEED) for the PNG
Pipeline Project. This decision was based on a rigorous
review of the project risks and rewards, and included revised
development economics and updated market requirements
for gas. Discussions are taking place with our Partners and
Government to move to FEED as soon as practical. Other
development options are also being vigorously pursued. 

Dear Shareholder

Financial Highlights
US$ million 2001 2002 2003

Operating revenue 126.2 237.0 358.2

EBIT 40.7 90.7 163.8

Operating profit before tax 26.9 84.6 153.9

Core operating profit after tax 17.6 55.2 89.6

Non-core items, net of tax* –5.5 –8.2 –3.9

Operating profit after tax 12.1 47.0 85.7

Earnings per share (US cents) 1.8 4.5 7.7

* Exploration write-offs, capital items
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Towards the end of 2003, the Chairman of the Company,
Trevor Kennedy, resigned following 10 years service on 
the Board. I would like to take this opportunity to thank 
Mr Kennedy, on behalf of the Board, for his contribution to 
Oil Search. His entrepreneurial skills and knowledge of PNG
contributed substantially to the Company’s significant
transformation over the past three years, to our present
record production levels and financial strength. Following his
retirement, the Board embarked on a comprehensive search
to identify a new Chairman to augment Board skills and
expertise, in line with the very significant changes in size 
and responsibilities of the new organisation. This search is 
at an advanced stage and it is likely a new appointment will
be made in the second quarter of 2004.

2003 was a very significant year for establishing many of the
fundamental requirements for corporate growth and value
creation. 2004 will focus on optimising value from our core
production assets, with efficiencies flowing through to
profitability, along with an expanded development programme.
Reinvigoration of exploration is also a focus for 2004 and
2005, with a significant acceleration of drilling activities and
the first major continuous programme since the early 1990s. 
A core objective for 2004 is to deliver a commercial gas
project. A major step forward has been made, with our
decision to move to FEED for the pipeline export project 
and the identification of a number of alternative 
development options.

I would like to thank you for your continued support for 
the Company. I emphasise the Board and Staff’s total
commitment to be a top quartile performer on the ASX
amongst the 200 Company Leaders, and to look after the
interests of all shareholders, with exemplary ethical behaviour
and corporate governance.

NN Beangke
Deputy Chairman

“Oil Search now has an
unprecedented platform 
on which to grow”

Mr NN Beangke  Deputy Chairman

The Company now has an unprecedented platform on 
which to grow. Further development of Moran, NW Moran
and SE Mananda will see production growth in 2004 and
2005. A focus for 2004 will be the delivery of cost
efficiencies in the field operations and significantly expanded
exploration activities. Operatorship has provided the
Company with the ability to influence its core cost base,
improve profitability, and control investment to deliver value.
An enhanced exploration programme has commenced in
PNG and our Middle East assets, with early encouraging
results from drilling in Yemen. After more than 74 years, 
Oil Search is now able to “drive” its primary assets from 
a position of financial, technical, commercial and voting
strength. 

Based on 2003 financial results, the Board has decided to
pay a dividend of US 1 cent per share, as part of an ongoing
sustainable dividend programme and has also declared a
special dividend of US 1 cent per share. The dividend policy
indicates the Board’s confidence in the growth of our
business and comes without jeopardising our abilities to
participate fully in active exploration, new developments 
and acquisitions.

As well as having excellent financial and operational results 
in 2003, the Company also recorded outstanding safety
performance across all its operations. Safety of our workforce
is our highest priority. Given the difficulties of terrain, logistics
and the many cultures involved, this was a world class
performance. With a renewed focus, we intend to improve 
on this during the more active field programmes in 2004.
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2003 was a year of records, with production
and profit at an all-time high.

2003 was a year of records, with production up to 10.35 million
boe, an increase of 24% on the previous year, operating
revenue of over US$358 million, up 51%, translating to a
record Core Operating Profit after tax of US$89.6 million, 
62% higher than in 2002 and a record in the Company’s 74
year history. The Balance Sheet continued to strengthen during 
the year, with gearing at 10.3% (net debt/net debt plus equity)
even after the acquisition of ChevronTexaco’s PNG assets.
Towards the end of the year, a major refinancing was
completed, resulting in increased flexibility of the Company’s
debt facilities, at lower cost. These highlights are discussed 
in more detail below:

Results Review

Oil Search achieved a record reported operating profit of
US$85.7 million (A$131.3 million), as a result of increased 
oil and gold production, and strong commodity prices, largely
unencumbered by hedging. Earnings increased 71% to 
US 7.7 cents per share, and were 41% higher in Australian
Dollar terms at 11.7 cents per share.

The charts opposite demonstrate the progress the Company
has made over the past three years, supported by the
merger with Orogen Minerals Ltd (Orogen) in April 2002,
implementation of many of the strategic initiatives
established in August 2002, a material increase in oil and
gold production, combined with strict financial discipline.

Revenue increased by 51% to US$358.2 million 
(A$549.0 million), supported by strong commodity prices 
and increased production.

Realised oil prices, including hedging costs of US$0.82/barrel,
were US$29.80/barrel, up from US$24.87/barrel in 2002. The
gold price was also stronger, up to an average 
US$361 per ounce.

Oil production was up 23% to 9.5 million barrels. Production
included a full year’s contribution from the Orogen merger
(nine months in 2002), and a two month contribution from
the recently acquired ChevronTexaco PNG oil assets. Total
production on an oil equivalent basis increased 24%, to
10.35 mmboe.

Operating expenses totalled US$117.6 million 
(US$75.9 million in 2002). Field operating costs were
US$6.75/bbl. Following transition to operator of PNG’s oil
fields, the Company’s key strategic focus will be to reduce
operating costs and improve profitability in our mature fields.

Profit after tax was US$85.7 million (A$131.3 million), up 
82% on the previous period. Core profit before write-offs and
capital profits was US$89.6 million (A$137.3 million), up 62%
and a record for the Company.

Consistent with the strategic initiative of focussing on oil 
and gas, the Company sold its 20% interest in the Porgera
Gold Mine in October 2003, generating a profit of US$5.6
million from the sale.

Balance Sheet and Cash Flows

The Balance Sheet is extremely strong, especially after
concluding a refinancing in 2003, with gearing (Net Debt/Net
Debt plus Equity) at a modest 10.3%. The new five year
US$200 million US Dollar debt facility was achieved with a

Performance in 2003 Peter Botten Managing Director



strong bank group at an all-in margin of 275 basis points over
LIBOR, improving on the old facility’s margin, despite a
hardening of the political risk insurance market. Additionally
the Company negotiated a US$100 million revolving debt
facility, which is currently undrawn.

This revolving facility, supported by strong cash flow and 
US$102.6 million in cash balances at year end, will provide
substantial reserve capacity to fund new development
initiatives, including gas commercialisation.

Hedging Policy

The Company’s hedging strategy has allowed Oil Search 
to enjoy substantial exposure to strong oil prices in 2003.

2003 Hedging Programme
Price/bbl Premium/bbl Cost (US$M)

1.5m Put Options US$19.17 (avg) US$1.26 1.9

1.08m Swaps US$25.19 (avg) – 5.6

Total 7.5

2004 Hedging Programme
Price/bbl Premium/bbl Period

0.48m Swaps US$23.85 – Jan–Jun 2004

Fixed price exposure in 2003 was limited to 1.08 million
barrels of oil, representing only 11% of production. An
additional 1.5 million barrels of put options allowed full
access to strong prices.

The 2004 programme in place at year end was limited to
480,000 barrels.

The hedging policy does not allow speculation, and focuses
on meeting known commitments at low oil prices, and if
necessary, hedging sufficient production to ensure such
commitments can be met. Hedging is limited to 50% 
of production in year one, 25% in year two, and 10% in 
year three.

Oil Search runs its business primarily in US Dollars and is
therefore naturally hedged against the oil price, which is
denominated in the same currency. The Company monitors
exposures to other currencies and interest rates as part of 
its risk management strategy.  No exchange rate or interest
rate hedges were in place at year end.

Delivery Against Strategy

The 2002 Strategic Review, carried out following the merger
between Oil Search and Orogen, provided the framework of
activities for delivery of our objective of sustained top
quartile ASX Total Shareholder Returns. Delivery of key
aspects of this strategy was a highlight of 2003, where the
Company made the transition from a PNG based
explorer/producer, into a significant regional operator, with
record levels of reserves and production, a strong Balance
Sheet with excellent borrowing capacity and most
importantly, control of its operations and programmes for the
first time in over 70 years.

The 2002 Annual Report outlined a series of initiatives that
were defined by the Strategic Review to unlock the value 
of the Company’s assets in PNG and continue a measured
diversification programme, while closely managing risks of
our business. These initiatives were divided into five main
categories and it is pleasing to report significant progress
was made in delivery of objectives in all major areas, with
some still representing work in progress.

1. Maximising Operating Performance

• Reduction in Operating Costs

Oil Search assumed operatorship of the main oil 
fields from ChevronTexaco in October 2003 and is
progressively introducing a range of efficiencies and 
cost reductions across these areas. Oil Search is applying
a “fit-for-purpose” approach to operations, typical of a
smaller and more focussed company. These initiatives are
being embraced with enthusiasm by our new and existing
staff. A range of programmes and initiatives are being
introduced in 2004 to capture this value. Further details 
of these initiatives will be given in the second quarter 
of 2004.

Oil Search Limited 2003 5
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• Reduction in Drilling Costs

Oil Search assumed operating control of drilling
operations with the drilling of the SE Moran exploration
well, in the first week of operatorship. Although much
further work is required on optimising contract and
equipment usage, a 20% reduction in costs was achieved
over the original ChevronTexaco cost estimate. Delivery
on this initiative, targeting up to a 40% sustained cost
reduction in drilling, is a core focus for 2004.

• Optimising Field Development

Active subsurface and field management by our
operations and engineering staff during 2003 resulted 
in the reduction of production decline from our mature
fields at Kutubu and Gobe, recording decline rates in the 
5-8% range, substantially lower than the 20% that would
be likely without their intervention. Various initiatives to
optimise Moran production are underway and this
remains a focus area for 2004. Activities are also
concentrated on the development of the discovered 
NW Moran, SE Mananda and the Saunders fields, with
production contributions expected in 2005.

2. Controlling Performance Drivers

• Increase Influence and Control on Operations

The assumption of operatorship of the key oil producing
licences represents the realisation of this key objective.
The Company now has the ability to control programmes
and investments in its licences in order to fully evaluate
and capture their inherent value. With the acquisition of
ChevronTexaco’s interests, the Company now owns over
70% of the discovered developed oil reserves in the
country.

• Increasing Operating Capabilities

The Company now has the skills base within its workforce
to operate a world class oil and gas operation, and has
recorded an excellent operating performance in terms of up
time and safety since it assumed operating responsibilities.

3. Growing Sustainable Returns

• Accelerated Exploration Activity

Exploration in PNG over the past five years has not been
adequate to address the full potential of the prospective
Foldbelt area. Success rates for discovery of hydrocarbons
are about one well in three, translating to commercial oil
developments of just over one in five wells. 2004 will see
re-invigoration of exploration: two drill rigs in operation for
the next 18 months will drill a number of near field and
wildcat exploration holes. Exploration drilling has also
commenced in our Middle East licences.

• Gas Commercialisation

Commercialising the Company’s major gas resources 
is a key objective for 2004. A dedicated Gas Group was
formed within Oil Search in 2003 to mature a number 
of development opportunities for gas and to capture

synergy value with our oil business. Under the Highlands
Gas Project banner, this group has matured a revised
development plan for gas and liquids cycling at Hides and
Kutubu, which is combined with a gas export pipeline to
Australia. They have also worked on a number of other
development initiatives which are being matured as part
of our 2004 programme. These are described in detail
elsewhere in this report.

• Asset Acquisition and Diversification

The Company acquired the ChevronTexaco PNG assets
during 2003 at an excellent price of under US$5/barrel 
for Proven and Probable oil reserves. These assets are
presently making a material contribution to revenues,
especially given the prevailing high oil prices. A number
of new licences were acquired in our Middle East area 
of interest and a new oil discovery has recently been
made in Yemen. The Company successfully sold its
interest in Porgera for a material profit, realising its
objective to concentrate on its hydrocarbon business.

• Capital Management

The Company embarked on a share buy back initiative
during 2003 that saw 49.05 million shares (4.8% of the
issued capital) purchased and subsequently cancelled 
at a cost of A$30.5 million or A$0.62 per share. On 
recent share prices and exchange rates, this capital
management move has captured an incremental value 
of approximately A$25 million, or more than US 1.5 cents
per share for shares remaining after the buy-back. The
Company has declared a US 1 cent dividend, as part 
of a sustainable dividend programme and a US 1 cent
special dividend.

4. Managing Operating Risk

• Active Risk Mitigation

Oil Search has substantial experience in managing
operating risks in PNG. These efforts have been increased
with the assumption of operatorship. Similar programmes
are also in place for our Middle East operations.

5. Organisation Alignment

• Fit-for-Purpose Organisation

The Company has undergone substantial change in 
2003, with the increase in operating capabilities and 
the integration of most of the ChevronTexaco staff into
the organisation. These staff are highly experienced 
and therefore most valuable in pursuing improved
performance. Our staff have also been augmented by 
the recruitment of a number of specialists to replace
expatriate personnel that remained with ChevronTexaco.
The Company will continue to fine-tune its structure and
capabilities in line with delivering maximum efficiency and
value throughout its operations.
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Priorities for 2004

Strong production outlook
The outlook for production of oil and gas in 2004 and 2005 
is strong, with material growth expected. Although final
production figures will be dependent on field performance,
well work-over timing and final commissioning of NW Moran
and SE Mananda, the likely oil production in 2004 will be
approximately 10.5 million barrels, just over 11 million barrels
of oil equivalent, and higher in 2005. These figures will be
further refined as development activity and commissioning
dates become firm. The Company has a growing production
stream and we remain optimistic that contributions will be
forthcoming from our overseas activities, especially Yemen,
within this timeframe.

Exploration Activity to Increase at a Lower Cost Base.
Exploration activity is accelerating in PNG, with a 
re-invigoration of the prospect portfolio, a major seismic
programme about to commence and a two rig drilling
programme planned. The next two years will see continuous
drilling activity that will address a range of near field and large
but higher risk prospects in the Foldbelt and Foreland areas. 

A two-rig operation utilising revised contract terms and
optimised equipment is expected to deliver significantly lower
drilling costs with up to a 40% reduction targetted, over
those achieved in the past five years. The programme has the
capacity to delivery significant value to the Company and will
be augmented by an accelerated drilling programme in
Yemen, following the recent oil discovery at Nabrajah. The
Company will continue its measured acquisition programme
in the Middle East and North Africa to augment and
complement our PNG portfolio of opportunities.

Gas Commercialisation Remains a Core Objective. 
A renewed focus on commercialising the Company’s
significant gas resources, with Oil Search taking a much
larger and proactive role than in the past, is a core 2004
objective. The Company is taking a lead in maturing
development options, such as the hybrid liquids cycling and
pipeline plan which has materially improved the economics
and likelihood of an export project to Australia. This is
described in detail later in this report. It is also leading a
number of other Joint Ventures in Methanol, Compressed
Natural Gas, Fertiliser and pipeline developments to be the
leader in in-country gas activities in PNG. The core objective
is to move at least one of these projects to a development
decision in 2004. The Company’s strong cashflow and
Balance Sheet, along with our operating capabilities, provide
Oil Search with the capacity to take control of this aspect of
our business and move a development forward on our own,
or with partners. Substantial value remains in our large
discovered gas resource, and our focus is to monetise this
product and maximise the value of our oil and gas
businesses, taking advantage of the substantial operating
synergies that have been identified since our assumption of
operatorship at Kutubu, Moran and Gobe.

Peter Botten
Managing Director

“Delivery of key aspects of 
the 2002 Strategic Review 
was a highlight of 2003.”



What’s changed...Following the assumption of operatorship in October 2003, Oil Search
is now responsible for annual production in excess of 48,000 bopd. As a more focussed operator,
during 2003 Oil Search was instrumental in forming dedicated field asset teams to maximise
production from the existing producing assets. As a result of the asset team initiatives the
decline rates from the Company’s mature oil fields have been significantly reduced.

8 Oil Search Limited 2003

PRODUCTION REPORT
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…a more integrated approach
to production

Dawn at Gobe Processing Facility, 
Southern Highlands Province, PNG.



Oil and gas production increased 24% in
2003, mainly due to acquisitions and rising
Moran production

10 Oil Search Limited 2003

Optimising the performance of the existing oil assets in PNG 
is a high priority for Oil Search. Studies conducted by the
Company have highlighted that not only is there significant
remaining unrealised value in the existing producing fields, 
but that the potential also exists to commercialise marginal oil
fields such as SE Mananda through low cost and fit-for-purpose
development programs. The key to realising this potential is 
to reduce drilling and operating costs and to focus on field
production optimisation through improved management 
of existing wells and facilities. Oil Search’s assumption of
operatorship in October 2003 allows a more integrated
approach to production optimisation across all assets.

In 2003, Oil Search’s net oil and gas production was 
10.35 million barrels, a 24% increase on 2002. The increase
was largely attributable to the impact of a full year of the
Orogen merger (nine months in 2002), a two month
contribution from the ChevronTexaco acquisition and 
a better production performance from the Moran field. 
Gas production from the Hides field was 29% higher than in
2002, while gold production also increased by 48%.

Kutubu

During the year, Kutubu produced at an average rate of 
20,152 bopd which, although 5% lower than in 2002, was
considerably above expectations for this mature field. Oil
Search’s share of production for the year was 4.2 million
barrels, 19% higher than in 2002. 

The improved performance of Kutubu in 2003 was a direct
result of the formation of a focussed asset team, which was
put in place in early 2003 with the objective of optimising
Kutubu production. This dedicated team, largely staffed 
by Oil Search secondees into the Chevron Organisation, 
was established to review zone change and swing well
management, and to look for further work-over opportunities
and the potential for untapped oil within the Kutubu field. 

Towards the end of 2003, the Kutubu Asset Team
implemented the first of two attic recovery projects, which,
by year end, was producing over 1,500 barrels per day from
wells previously considered watered out and which had not
flowed for over a year. 

The Oil Search Kutubu Asset Team also initiated the
rebuilding of the Main Block Toro simulation model, which
had not been seriously reviewed since 1992. The study has
resulted in the identification of a number of initiatives that 

PRODUCTION REPORT
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may be able to continue to mitigate decline rates in 2004
including a large appraisal opportunity in the northwestern
area of the field. This will be tested in 2004 and has the
potential to add significant reserves to the field. 

Gobe and Saunders

Following on from the success of the Kutubu Asset Team, 
a Gobe production optimisation team was established in 
mid-2003. Through greater attention to field operations and
planning activities, major production improvements were
achieved. In 2003 the Gobe fields produced at an average
rate of 14,174 bopd, of which 4,871 bopd was from Gobe
Main and 9,303 bopd from SE Gobe. This was just 5% lower
than in 2002, a significant achievement in slowing natural
field decline. Oil Search’s share of production was 2.6 million
barrels compared to 2.3 million barrels in 2002.

The major challenge for the Gobe Asset Team continues to
be the optimisation of production from both fields under
current gas and water handling constraints. In January 2003,
additional gas compression capacity was installed at SE
Gobe, which increased gas handling in the field by 50% 
and led to an increase in oil production of approximately
1,500 bopd. In 2004, the Gobe facility’s water handling and
disposal capacity will be doubled, which is anticipated to
result in increased production. A number of other initiatives
are also being pursued to increase reserves and further
mitigate production declines, including the drilling of a
development well in the SE Gobe Unit and the evaluation 
of other drilling and work-over opportunities at Gobe Main.
The Gobe Asset Team also expects to continue to improve
swing well operations through enhanced data acquisition 
and gathering system optimisation.

The Extended Production Test of the Saunders-1 well
commenced in October 2003. Initial production rates from
the Saunders-1 well were in excess of 1,000 bopd. However,
the well fluid contains high levels of sand, which have proved
difficult to process at the Gobe Production Facility. A forward
plan that will enable continuous production from the well is
currently being developed by the Gobe Asset Team. 

Central Processing Facility (CPF) at Kutubu 
in the Southern Highlands Province, PNG.
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Moran

The delay in achieving production plateau in the Moran field
continues to be a disappointment for Oil Search and bringing
production up to optimum levels is a primary focus of activity
for the Company in 2004. In order to achieve this, Oil Search
has undertaken a number of initiatives including the drilling
of the Moran 10 well (currently underway) and the
construction of a temporary production system to allow
higher rates of production from Moran 6 and 9 (this is
awaiting final approval from the PNG Department of
Petroleum and Energy). In addition, since taking over
operatorship, the Moran Asset Team has instigated a number
of debottlenecking modifications to the production and
injection systems at the Agogo Production Facility and is in
the process of evaluating a number of additional value-add
opportunities.

The average production rate from the Moran field in 2003
was 13,482 bopd. While this was 43% higher than in 2002, 
it was lower than expectations. Oil Search’s share of output
was 2.6 million barrels, compared to 1.7 million barrels 
in 2002. 

During the year, problems with the gas compression plant 
at the Agogo Production Facilities (APF) were experienced 
and average injection volumes of 72 mmscf/d were achieved,
compared to the 105 mmscf/d target. The delay in 
repressuring the Moran reservoir was the primary reason 
for a much slower ramp-up of oil production rates than
forecast. In addition, production rates were negatively
impacted by delays in bringing the Moran 9 development
well on-stream and wax blockages in Moran 2, which have
now been removed.

In November 2003 the ‘Greater Moran’ structure was
successfully appraised with the NW Moran-1 well, which
discovered oil in the Toro and Digimu reservoirs. Both
reservoirs were found to be in communication with the 
Moran main field, and a development plan, outlined in 
more detail later in this report, is currently being formulated. 

Hides

The Hides Gas to Electricity Project operated without 
incident during 2003, producing gas at an average rate of 
13.7 mmscf/d. Production was 32% higher than in 2002, 
when activities were disrupted by the temporary closure 
of the Porgera Gold Mine. 

Gold Interests

Following the 2002 Strategic Review, the Board decided that
its gold interests, inherited through the merger with Orogen,
were non-core. However, due to the very strong gold price
and the excellent revenues being generated, Oil Search
deferred the sale until an optimum price could be obtained
for the assets. Following a competitive tender process, 
Oil Search sold its major gold interest, 20% of the Porgera
Gold Mine, to Durban Roodepoort Deep, Limited in
November 2003.

Operationally, both Porgera and Misima performed well
during 2003. The Porgera mine produced 688,830 ounces,
8% higher than in 2002, due to better grades and recovery
rates. Oil Search’s share of production was 137,766 ounces.
The Misima project continued to produce gold from the
processing of low-grade stockpiles. 2003 output from the
mine was 118,545 ounces of which Oil Search’s share was
23,709 ounces, 58% higher than in 2002. 

Production net to Oil Seach(1)

% 
Year to 31 December 2002 2003 Difference 

Oil bopd mmbbls bopd mmbbls

Kutubu – PDL 2 9,710 3.544 11,537 4.211 +19%
Moran – PDL 2 480 0.175 1,288 0.470 +168%
Moran – PDL 5(2) 4,243 1.549 5,784 2.111 +36%
Gobe Main 2,712 0.990 3,033 1.107 +12%
SE Gobe 3,725 1.360 4,110 1.500 +10%
Hides 235 0.085 310 0.113 +33%

Total Oil 21,104 7.703 26,064 9.513 +23%

Government share 
of PDL 5 888 0.324 1,211 0.442 +36%

Gas mmscf/d mmscf mmscf/d mmscf

Hides Sales Gas 10.4 3,799 13.7 5,011 +32%

Oil and Gas boepd mmboe boepd mmboe

Total 22,838 8.336 28,352 10.349 +24%

Gold(3) Ounces Ounces

Porgera 94,007 137,766 +46%
Misima 14,972 23,709 +58%

Total Attributable 108,979 161,475 +48%

Notes:

(1) Numbers may not add up due to rounding.

(2) Volumes include Government share of PDL 5 production.

(3) Attributable gold production includes Oil Search share of Misima gold.
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RESERVES

The annual audit of the Company’s reserves by Netherland
Sewell and Associates (NSA) in Dallas for year ending
December 2003 has been completed. The audit is conducted
to Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) standards on a
Proven (1P), and Proven and Probable (2P), reserve basis. 

NSA independently reviews the basis for reserves reported
for each field. Such reviews generally include seismic
interpretation, structural and stratigraphic mapping,
verification of Original Oil-in-Place from calibration of the
geological models, estimation of petrophysical parameters
from logs and cores, and formation volume factors from
available fluid analyses. This is normally followed by
evaluation of production performance of the fields and 
their wells over time and analysis of results of reservoir
simulation and other reservoir engineering studies. 

NSA reviews estimations of future operating expenses and
capital expenses required to achieve production forecasts to
ensure that they are reasonable and that appropriate economic
limits have been applied. NSA generally maintains its own
models or is provided those of Oil Search to verify its audits.

The Company’s proven reserve base, as at 31 December
2003, was 86.4 million barrels of oil equivalent. This
represented an increase of 10.8 million barrels or a rise of
14% on the Company’s position at 31 December 2002, after
adjusting for production of 10.3 million barrels of oil
equivalent during the year. This increase was due to:

• the acquisition of ChevronTexaco’s PNG reserves,
effective from 17 October 2003;

• an increase in Moran reserves following the acquisition 
of additional field performance data and successful
drilling efforts; and

• small adjustments to individual field reserves based 
on production performance.

Proven and Probable reserves increased by 16.4 million
barrels, up 14%, after adjusting for production, to a total 
of 134.6 million barrels of oil equivalent. Based on 2003
production rates, the Company has oil reserves cover of 
13 years. 

The following table shows the Company’s reserve
replacement rate relative to production on a 3 year rolling
average basis, on a Proven, and a Proven and Probable basis,
including and excluding acquired reserves. The acquisition
cost for the ChevronTexaco purchase was approximately
US$4.50 per barrel for developed or near developed 
oil reserves. 

Reserve Basis: Proven Proven & Probable

Replacement Replacement Replacement Replacement
Rate Cost Rate Cost

% $/bbl % $/bbl

Excluding Acquisitions 107% 3.10 68% 5.19

Including Acquisitions 239% 5.08 306% 4.00

It is pleasing to note that the Company has replaced over
239% of proven oil reserves, after deducting production, 
at a competitive cost of US$5.08 per barrel, on a three year
rolling average basis. Replacement of Proven and Probable
oil reserves has also resulted in a 306% increase, after
production at a cost of US$4.00 per barrel. This has been
achieved through acquisitions and exploration success. 
An increase in exploration activity, presently taking place,
should result in a greater contribution through drilling, rather
than through acquisitions, in the near and medium term.

Kutubu Project

The gross 2P ultimate recoverable reserves for the Kutubu
Project (including SE Mananda) have increased to 345 million
barrels, of which 283 million barrels have been produced. NSA
did not update the SE Mananda reserves audit at year end
2003. All SE Mananda reserves (23.9 million barrels) remain in
the probable category only, as the field development plan has
not been finalised and the PNG Government is yet to approve
the required revised fiscal terms.

Oil Search’s net remaining Proven reserves increased from
19.1 to 21.8 million barrels and 2P reserves increased from
35.2 to 44.7 million barrels. These increases are largely
through acquisition, though improved field performance 
from Main Block Toro activity also had a significant impact. 

Moran Project

The gross 2P ultimate recoverable reserves for Moran are
unchanged at 120 million barrels, of which 23.5 million
barrels have been produced. The estimated Proven ultimate
recoverable reserves have increased by 10 million barrels 
to 90 million barrels.

The increase in Proven reserves resulted from the successful
drilling of the Moran 9 and NW Moran-1 wells, and field
performance data acquired over the year. NW Moran-1 and
its subsequent sidetracks led to the discovery of oil in the
Toro and Digimu reservoirs. These discoveries have extended
the Moran Field to the north-west, with pressure samples
indicating communication with the central Moran field area. 

Reserves are audited annually by an
independent expert as part of Oil Search’s
Corporate Governance & banking processes
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NW Moran also established oil-water contacts in the Toro
and Digimu. At the Digimu level, the contacts are similar to
the central area and together with other field performance
data has resulted in an increase in the Proven reserves in the
central field area. 

The Proven and Probable reserves for Moran remain largely
unchanged at this stage. This is because the well results and
simulation modeling are suggesting compartmentalisation in
the well area and further production and pressure information
is required to guide appraisal options and provide increased
certainty of the reserves in that area. The NW Moran
Extended Production Test (EPT) which is scheduled to
commence in early 2005 is being conducted for this purpose. 

The Company’s share of Moran 2P reserves now stands 
at 58.3 million barrels, and on a Proven basis at 40.2 million
barrels.

Gobe Project
PDL 4 – Gobe Main & Saunders
The production performance at Gobe Main was better than
anticipated during the year and has resulted in an increase 
in gross proven ultimate recoverable reserves from 22.1 to
25.3 million barrels, and an increase in 2P reserves from 
23.7 to 26.7 million barrels. At year end 2003, 21.5 million
gross barrels had been produced.

During 2003, the steep production decline observed in
previous years has continued to be mitigated through
individual well optimisation. With gross Proven reserves 
of 3.7 million barrels, the Proven reserve cover, at the year
end gross production rate of 6,600 bopd, is 18 months.
Opportunities exist to increase reserve levels, as operating
costs are reduced and further production performance
enhancements are realised. 

The Saunders gross Proven reserves are unchanged at 
0.4 million barrels. The 2P gross reserve estimate for
Saunders is 5.3 million barrels, which assumes further
development wells being tied back to the Gobe facilities.

After adjusting for 2003 production of 1.1 million barrels, 
Oil Search’s net remaining Proven and Probable reserves in
PDL 4’s Gobe Main and Saunders fields are 8.1 million barrels.

PDL 3/4 – South-East Gobe
A review of the South-East Gobe ultimate recoverable reserves
has resulted in a minor increase in the Proven category to 
32.6 million barrels, with no change to 2P at 36.8 million
barrels. At year end 2003, 26.4 million gross barrels had 
been produced from the field. 

After adjusting for 2003 production of 1.5 million barrels, 
Oil Search’s net remaining 2P reserves in SE Gobe field 
are 5.4 million barrels. 

Gas and Associated Liquids Resources
The Company’s 2P gas resources increased to 1,059 million
barrels of oil equivalent, largely as a result of the

ChevronTexaco acquisition. No audit updates of these
resources were conducted during the year. The total 2P oil
reserves plus gas and associated liquids resources of the
Company are now nearly 1.2 billion barrels of oil equivalent,
an increase of approximately 320 million barrels of oil
equivalent from the previous year. 

Approximately 50% of the Company’s 2P gas resources 
are dedicated to the export pipeline project. The significant
remaining volumes available are the subject of ongoing
detailed studies to commercialise these resources. 

Definitions of Reserves and Resources
Proven Reserves
Proven Reserves are the estimated quantities of crude oil,
natural gas, and natural gas liquids which geological and
engineering data demonstrate with reasonable certainty to 
be recoverable in future years from known reservoirs under
existing economic and operating conditions. Proven reserves
are limited to those quantities of oil and gas which can be
expected, with little doubt, to be recoverable commercially at
current prices and costs, under existing regulatory practices and
with existing conventional equipment and operating methods.
Proven (1P) reserves are probabilistically calculated reserves
having a 90 per cent confidence level (P90); such reserves 
have a 90 per cent likelihood of being equalled or exceeded.

Proven developed producing reserves are those reserves
which are expected to be produced from existing completion
intervals now open for production in existing wells.

Proven developed non-producing reserves are (1) those
reserves expected to be produced from existing completion
intervals in existing wells, but due to pending pipeline
connections or other mechanical or contractual requirements
hydrocarbon sales have not yet commenced, and (2) other
non-producing reserves which exist behind the casing of
existing wells, or at minor depths below the present bottom
of such wells, which are expected to be produced through
these wells in the predictable future, where the cost of
making such oil and gas available for production should be
relatively small compared to the cost of a new well.

Proven undeveloped reserves are those reserves which are
expected to be recovered from new wells on undrilled acreage
or from existing wells where a relatively major expenditure is
required for recompletion.

Probable Reserves
Probable reserves are those reserves which geological and
engineering data demonstrate to be potentially recoverable,
but where some element of risk or insufficient data prevent
classification as proved. Probable reserves are calculated by
subtracting Proven reserves from those probabilistically
calculated reserves having a 50 per cent confidence level
(P50). Therefore, we define “Proven plus Probable” (2P)
reserves as those reserves which have a 50 per cent
likelihood of being equalled or exceeded.
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Possible Reserves
Possible reserves are those speculative reserves estimated
beyond Proven and Probable reserves where geologic and
engineering data suggest the presence of additional reserves,
but where the risk is relatively high. Possible reserves are
calculated by subtracting the “Proven plus Probable” reserves
from the probabilistically calculated reserves having a 10 per
cent confidence level (P10). Therefore, we define “Proven plus
Probable plus Possible” (3P) reserves as those reserves which
have a 10 per cent likelihood of being equalled or exceeded.

Resources
The Company’s technically recoverable reserves for its
discovered gas fields are classified as contingent resources.
These resources would be expected to be booked in the
Proven and Probable reserve category once commercialisation
arrangements have been finalised.

PNG Reserves and Resources(1)

as at 31 December 2003

Net Oil Search Proven Proven & Probable

Oil Search Equity Oil (2) Gas (3) BOE (4) Oil (2) Gas (3) BOE(4)

Licence/Field % million bbls bscf million bbls million bbls bscf million bbls

PDL 2 – Kutubu/SE Mananda (5) 72.0 21.8 – 21.8 44.7 – 44.7 
PDL 2/5 – Central Moran (6) 60.6 40.2 – 40.2 58.3 – 58.3 
PDL 4 – Gobe/Saunders 76.7 3.2 – 3.2 8.1 – 8.0
PDL 3/4 – SE Gobe 51.5 3.1 – 3.1 5.4 – 5.4 
PDL 1 – Hides (7) 100.0 2.1 96.3 18.2 2.1 96.3 18.2 

Subtotal Reserves 70.4 96.3 86.4 118.5 96.3 134.6

PDL 2 – Kutubu/SE Mananda 72.0 76.9 836.7 216.3 
PDL 2/5 – Central Moran 60.6 16.2 164.0 43.5 
PDL 4 – Gobe/Saunders 76.7 11.8 101.0 28.6 
PDL 3/4 – SE Gobe 51.5 7.7 59.3 17.6 
PDL 1 – Hides (8) 27.5 69.5 1,444.7 310.3 
PRL 8 – Kimu 44.6 – 307.6 51.3 
PRL 10 – Uramu 49.6 1.0 158.1 27.3 
PRL 11– Angore 52.5 16.3 608.6 117.7 
Other (9) various 46.8 1,197.9 246.4 

Subtotal Resources – – – 246.1 4,878.0 1,059.1 

Total Reserve and Resources 70.4 96.3 86.4 364.6 4,974.2 1,193.7 

Notes:
(1) Numbers may not add due to rounding.
(2) Oil includes crude oil, condensate and natural gas liquids.
(3) Sales gas reserves are quoted. Raw gas reserves can be obtained 

by increasing sales gas reserves by approximately 12.7%.
(4) Oil equivalent barrels incorporate oil, gas liquids and sales gas.
(5) Oil reserves certified by NSA, except SE Mananda where previous audit

has not been updated as development plan is yet to be finalised.

(6) Oil reserves include production from NW Moran PPL 219. 
(7) Hides reserves associated with the Gas to Electricity project only.
(8) PDL1 joint venture carry total 2P reserves for Hides of 5400 bcf on the 

basis of material balance estimates. 
(9) Other Resources comprises the company's other fields, for example 

SE Hedinia, Juha, P'nyang, Pandora and Barikewa. Sales gas estimates for
these fields include inerts where applicable.

Proven Reserves Statement
Net Oil Search End 2002 Revisions/ End 2003
mmboe Reserves Production Extensions Acquisitions Reserves

PDL 2 – Kutubu/SEM 19.1 4.2 1.0 5.9 21.8
PDL 2/5 – Central Moran 31.9 2.6 6.8 4.1 40.2
PDL 4 – Gobe/Saunders 1.6 1.1 2.4 0.3 3.2
PDL 3/4 – SE Gobe 4.0 1.5 0.1 0.6 3.1
PDL 1 – Hides 19.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 18.2

Total 75.6 10.3 10.2 10.9 86.4

Proven & Probable Reserves Statement
Net Oil Search End 2002 Revisions/ End 2003
mmboe Reserves Production Extensions Acquisitions Reserves

PDL 2 – Kutubu/SEM 35.2 4.2 1.8 11.9 44.7
PDL 2/5 – Central Moran 52.5 2.6 1.2 7.2 58.3
PDL 4 – Gobe/Saunders 5.3 1.1 2.2 1.5 8.0
PDL 3/4 – SE Gobe 6.1 1.5 –0.1 0.9 5.4
PDL 1 – Hides 19.1 0.9 0.0 0.0 18.2

Total 118.2 10.3 5.1 21.6 134.6
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DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMISATION REPORT

What’s changed...During 2003 Oil Search undertook a wholesale review of its PNG 
oil and gas operations. Numerous opportunities to add value were identified and a range of
initiatives is now being implemented. As part of the review, an integrated oil and gas model was
constructed. This has highlighted the significant synergy values that exist if our gas resources
are developed and efforts to develop a combined liquids cycling and gas export pipeline project
have been reinvigorated.
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Regular checking and maintenance 
on the main export pipeline.

…bringing new energy 
and new ideas



Oil Search has targeted a 10% reduction 
in operating costs and up to 40% reduction 
in drilling costs
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One of the key conclusions of the 2002 Strategic Review was
that considerable unrealised value existed within Oil Search’s
PNG assets waiting to be unlocked by a low cost operator
whose focus is to extend the life of the existing fields by
bringing new energy and new ideas to the operation. Core
areas of unrealised value include:

• Potential for material reduction in operating costs. Oil
Search has targeted a 10% reduction in operating costs. 

• Potential to reduce drilling costs by up to 40% enabling
additional wells to be drilled within a given budget as 
well as allowing the evaluation of smaller oil pools and
development opportunities previously considered
uneconomic. 

• Facilities optimisation and debottlenecking to improve
water and gas handling capacity and thereby reducing 
the production decline.

• Rationalisation of the more than 200 contracts that exist
for third party services. Most of the contracts were
negotiated during the early years of production and are 
no longer applicable to the scale of the activity in PNG
and require renegotiation.

• Rationalisation of the number of contractors providing
services to the field operations. It is Oil Search’s intention
to consolidate the number of contractors to a smaller
number of more aligned parties. 

• Commercialisation of the Company’s substantial static 
gas resource without relying on a single project (this is
discussed in detail later in the report).

• Renewing exploration activity in the country by reducing
well cost and appraisal time. 

• Operational risk assessment and prioritisation of
maintenance programs.

A Value Optimisation Team (VOT) was established in the
second half of 2003 to examine and rank these opportunities.
Together with the existing field management teams, the 
VOT has subsequently prioritised 20 key initiatives which 
will add significant value to the oil operations. Under the
management of a central VOT co-ordination group, the field
management teams are now engaged in moving each of
these initiatives forward. To assist in the prioritisation of
activities and to optimise capital expenditure, a number 
of baseline studies have been undertaken by
Halliburton/KBR/Granherne in conjunction with Oil Search. 

Preliminary indications are that if the value optimisation
initiatives being pursued in the existing oil assets are
successful, they have the potential to add over 5,000 bopd
gross production and reduce substantially the operating cost
base of Oil Search’s PNG activities. A key consideration for
Oil Search will be to build sustainable cost reductions that 
do not adversely affect the operational integrity and HSES
focus of the field operations.

Work in some areas is well advanced with the value
improvements already impacting the bottom line, while others
have a longer development and implementation timeframe.
This work will be ongoing through 2004 and beyond.

Development activity

NW Moran
The NW Moran exploration well, located to the northwest 
of Moran, was drilled in the second half of 2003. The well
successfully discovered oil and, based on pressure data, 
is thought to be an extension of the Moran field. 

Oil Search and its Joint Venture partners intend to conduct 
an Extended Production Testing (EPT) program on NW Moran. 
The EWT will allow a full assessment of the oil pool and
optimisation of the final development plan. Work commenced
in late 2003 on a preliminary design, including flowline
alignment selection, and consultations with local landowners
are underway. First oil is expected by early 2005 which, 
if achieved, will be a significantly shorter ‘discovery to 
first production’ window than any other PNG discovery. Initial
production rates are expected to be approximately 3,000 bopd.

DEVELOPMENT AND OPTIMISATION REPORT

Value Optimisation
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SE Mananda
A demonstration of Oil Search’s commitment to maximise 
the value of existing assets in PNG for all Stakeholders is
demonstrated by the Company’s approach to developing the
SE Mananda oil field. The SE Mananda field lies
approximately 10 kilometres north-west of the Agogo
Production Facility (APF). This field was discovered in the
early 1990s by ChevronTexaco but was deemed uneconomic
due its small reserves base and the difficult topography
between the field and the APF.

Oil Search took a fresh look at SE Mananda in 2003 against
the backdrop of latest available technology and Oil Search’s
lower operating cost structure. The 2003 work concluded
that an economic development was possible provided that 
it was undertaken in an appropriate fiscal regime with
effective risk management practices in place. 

Work is currently underway to finalise the technical basis for
development, establish the reservoir management plan and
reserves and agree the fiscal terms and regulatory program
with the PNG Government. First oil from SE Mananda is
anticipated in the second half of 2005 at rates in excess 
of 8,000 bopd. 

Gas Commercialisation

Commercialisation of Oil Search’s substantial discovered 
gas resources remains a key strategic objective to deliver
value and growth to the Company. Oil Search’s Proven and
Probable gas resource now totals over 4 tcf of gas or in
excess of 1 billion barrels of oil equivalent. This significant
resource is primarily present in the Kutubu, Gobe, Moran 
and Hides fields, with further discoveries made in Angore,
Barikewa, Juha and in a number of offshore fields. Additional
gas was acquired as part of the purchase of ChevronTexaco’s
interests in PNG, primarily in Kutubu and Juha. 

Gas and Oil Integration – A New Approach
As part of activities following the 2002 Strategic Review,
accelerated by the assumption of operatorship of the oil
fields, Oil Search embarked on a major independent review
of gas commercialisation opportunities in conjunction with a
study to fully optimise the value of our oil assets. This is the
first time that a comprehensive investment model has been
developed which fully integrates development options for
both oil and gas and identifies the operational and value
synergies between them. The development of an integrated
oil and gas model allows Oil Search to make decisions that
add value to both the oil and gas assets in its PNG portfolio. 

The study highlighted that there are significant synergy
values if gas developments can be co-ordinated with oil
production, fully utilising existing facilities and thereby
reducing operating costs. Oil Search estimates that synergy
values in excess of US$300 million can be realised over the
period 2005–2009, if a medium scale gas development can
be achieved in this timeframe. The window of opportunity,

however, is relatively short as once the oil fields and other
facilities are progressively shut down, the synergy values
diminish. The synergies between oil and gas developments
also lower the economic threshold for any commercial gas
development. 

As such, this new integrated approach is a significant shift,
capable of unlocking major value for Oil Search.

Commercialisation options
Given the importance of monetising the Company’s
considerable gas resources, our growing influence gained
through the operatorship transition and greater operating
capabilities, Oil Search set up a Gas Commercialisation
Group (Gas Group) in mid-2003 to develop new opportunities
and support existing potential projects, such as the
Highlands Gas Project or PNG Pipeline to Australia. The Gas
Group subsequently carried out a comprehensive review of
commercialisation opportunities with a primary objective of
bringing at least one project to a commercial decision by the
end of 2004.

The Company is presently actively pursuing five primary gas
development opportunities. These are:

• The PNG Pipeline Project to Australia.

• Hides Gas and Condensate Cycling Project.

• Methanol Development.

• Compressed Natural Gas Development.

• Pipeline Project to Port Moresby or Northern Papua New
Guinea for power projects with combined industrial and
petrochemical developments. 
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The Highlands Gas Project/PNG Pipeline and Hides
Gas and Condensate Cycling
The Highlands Gas Project or PNG Pipeline Project remains
the most attractive option for initial commercialisation 
of the Company’s gas resources. The project has been
endeavouring to reach commerciality for over five years and
although Operator ExxonMobil had some success during
2003 in securing new customers such as Comalco,
ENERGEX and WMC Resources, a number of other
customers decided that they would not commit to buy PNG
gas, primarily due to lack of certainty as to whether the
Project could deliver gas within their required schedule.

Oil Search reviewed this project during 2003 and concluded
that fundamental changes to the development plan,
marketing approach and commitment to complete the
Project were required to improve the chances of delivering 
a commercial project. Following a review by the Gas Group 
it was clear that the present development configuration did
not utilise the oil assets or facilities in an optimum way. 
The chances of aggregating sufficient gas contracts to
underwrite the project were low and it was likely to languish
or disappear without fundamental change.

The Gas Group carried out a review of development options
that would optimise the synergies and value of our oil
developments, combined with gas. It also investigated 
a number of opportunities that Oil Search could pursue, 
on its own, to develop its gas resources.

This work initially concentrated on the development of a
Hides Gas and Condensate Cycling Project that would involve
the production of gas and the separation, at Hides, of light 
oil and condensate from the produced gas. The light oil
produced would be sent by pipeline to the Kutubu oil
facilities and put into the export pipeline for sale, whilst 
the gas would be injected back into the Hides reservoir. 

This project is a potentially attractive stand-alone
development which allows the Company to monetise 

the liquids at a potentially economic rate, whilst preserving
the gas for later use. The production of up to 20,000 barrels
of condensate per day from this process would reduce
operating costs at Kutubu and extend the economic life of
the oil fields. In addition, it can be integrated with a major
export pipeline or in-country gas project in the future. Oil
Search can pursue a Hides cycling project on its own as 
a sole risk development if necessary. 

Having matured this project, our engineers developed a new
concept that integrates Hides cycling with an export pipeline.  

The original development concept for the PNG Pipeline
Project was to produce gas from Kutubu, Gobe and Moran
and later Hides, at rates dependent on the level of offtake
from the Australian customer base. On the original plans, it
took up to eight years to reach the initial plateau of around
210 PJ of gas per year (around 650 mmscf/d gas production).
This slow production build-up resulted in delays in producing
the high value light oil/condensate production associated
with the gas. This has a significant impact on the economics
in terms of cashflow, overall value and returns.

The revised development plan comprises the development 
of the Hides field, with gas immediately produced at rates 
of up to 650 mmscf/d and the gas and light oil/condensate
mix sent by pipeline to the Kutubu oil facilities where
separation would take place. The light oil/condensate would
be put into the oil export pipeline for sale and the gas put
into the gas export line to Australia, at rates equivalent to
customer demand, with any residual gas being reinjected
into the Kutubu, Agogo (and possibly Hides) reservoirs.

This hybrid cycling and export pipeline development scheme
has a number of significant advantages over the previous
development plan. These include:

• Acceleration of light oil and condensate production, over
and above the original development plan, through full gas
production from project start-up, improving early
economic returns.

• Optimisation of oil recoveries from the existing oil fields,
through additional pressure support from the reinjection
of gas, extending field life.

• Optimisation of existing facility usage, reducing capital
costs and cost sharing between gas and oil fields.

• Enhanced economics, especially at low gas market loads.

• Reduction of required gas contracts necessary to 
deliver attractive project economics, from 200 PJ per 
year to around 150 PJ per year, which will be much easier
to achieve.

This revised development plan has fundamentally changed
the returns and risk profile of the project.  

It was clear from our analysis that despite offering competitive
terms, customers require certainty for timing of gas delivery
which, to date, the PNG Project has been unable to give. Oil
Search believes that it is essential to provide this certainty in

1. Production of gas and liquids from Hides field at a rate of 650 mmscf/d. 
2. Gas and associated liquids transported through multiphase pipeline to Kutubu.
3. Oil and 165 mmscf/d gas produced from Kutubu.  Gas and liquids from Hides

and Kutubu separated at Kutubu CPF.  Gas in excess of sales requirements
reinjected into Kutubu, Agogo and possibly Hides reservoirs. 

4. Oil plus additional condensate of up to 20,000 bopd piped to offshore loading
terminal.

5. Gas sales to Australia: Year 1 – 120 mmscf/d rising to plateau in Year 7 –
350+ mmscf/d.
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order to contract sufficient volumes of gas to underwrite the
project. Based on this, Oil Search wishes to move the project
into FEED as soon as possible, with a schedule that will put
gas into the Australian market in 2008. The Company believes
that a FEED decision is clearly justified, based on the risks of
developing the project using the revised development plan
and subsequent enhanced economics. The 2008 delivery
schedule is designed to capture the full synergy value with 
our oil fields.

Discussions with the other partners are taking place to facilitate
their endorsement of this move and Oil Search remains
confident a positive decision can be made in the short term.

Failure to move into FEED will result in Oil Search vigorously
pursuing a stand-alone cycling project at Hides which,
although not as financially attractive as a combined cycling
and pipeline project, can be achieved without reliance on
other partners.

Methanol
In June 2003, Itochu, Mitsubishi Gas Chemicals, and Oil
Search signed a pre-feasibility study agreement regarding an
export methanol plant for PNG. Its focus was the use of Kimu
and Uramu gas reserves to serve a dedicated methanol plant
at a coastal location. The study has been concluded and has
recommended moving into a Pre-Development Agreement for
the plant, using gas reserves from these fields or elsewhere
in the Company’s portfolio. The study has moved PNG gas up
the list of potential suppliers of gas for the next major

Japanese methanol plant development, based on a highly
competitive gas price and attractive fiscal incentives. Pre-
development work is expected to be completed by the end 
of 2004, with a development decision expected at that time.

Compressed Natural Gas
During the latter half of 2003, the emergence of gas demand
in NZ overtook earlier work by the Company in assessing 
the potential to move gas from PNG to markets using CNG
water-transport technology. As a result, the Company is
further investigating what role CNG may play in New Zealand
and around the Pacific region, allowing a regional energy
supply to overcome a regional energy problem. The
investigation will continue in 2004. 

In-Country Gas Commercialisation
The Company entered into a Joint Venture with the PNG
Government and InterOil to assess the potential for a
domestic and gas export industry in PNG. Technical work
was conducted by Worley, and the study was managed 
by Oil Search. Outcomes reflected potential for gas
development in PNG, based on scale, typical gas-consuming
industries, and infrastructure/source of supply options. The
study was useful in highlighting the opportunity for PNG 
in-country development. In addition, interest was expressed
in relation to locating a fertiliser plant in close proximity to
the potential methanol plant, and the Company is conducting
further investigations into this opportunity.

(1) Highlands gas resources include Kutubu, Hides, Gobe Main, Moran, SE Hedinia, Juha, Angore. Location of cycling and other production facilities.
(2) Hall Sound – potential location of methanol plant & co-located industry, CNG Facility & gas-fired power facility.
(3) Port Moresby – gas supply to Napa Napa area for use in medium/large gas consuming industries eg methanol, glass, bricks, pulp/paper, consumer goods.

Utilisation of existing port/wharf facilities and industrial land.

Commercialisation Options
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EXPLORATION AND NEW VENTURES

What’s changed...Following the change in operatorship, Oil Search now, for the first
time, has control over the pace and scale of exploration activity in PNG. During 2003, the
Company began developing a sustainable and continuous long-term exploration program. 
It also made significant progress in reducing drilling costs, a key issue for PNG. Meanwhile
the Company is continuing to build a high quality international exploration acreage position 
in areas with proven hydrocarbon potential.  
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Exploration in the Southern Highlands Province, PNG.
Lake Kutubu in the background.

…an active drilling program 
is essential



Oil Search will drill at least seven 
exploration wells in 2004, five in Yemen 
and two in PNG.
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The Strategic Review undertaken in 2002 highlighted first,
that there was significant unrealised potential within Oil
Search’s PNG exploration portfolio and second, that it was
essential for the Company to have an active drilling program.
Studies identified that at least six exploration wells per year
needed to be drilled, to replace production and grow the
Company’s reserve base on a risked basis. 

A number of factors have resulted in much lower activity
levels than this for the Company over the last five years, with
only 10 exploration wells being drilled since 1998, of which
only five have been in the core PNG foldbelt areas. While the
Company’s existing acreage portfolio in PNG has the
potential to generate two to three good quality, high potential
exploration wells per year, studies have concluded that PNG
exploration is unlikely to be able to completely fulfill the
Company’s exploration growth targets on a risked basis. 

The Strategic Review also highlighted that while the historical
commercial success rates of exploration drilling in PNG are
globally competitive, current drilling costs are relatively high. 

Activity in 2003 therefore was focused on: 

• Implementing programs that would provide greater
certainty for a long term and sustainable drilling program
in PNG. 

• Reducing exploration costs in PNG.

• Continuing a measured diversification into new areas with
proven hydrocarbon potential and low costs in order to
add to Oil Search’s exploration prospect inventory.

2003 was a key capacity building year for Oil Search, 
a major element of which was gaining control of the
Company’s core assets. Significant inroads have been 
made to reduce exploration costs and develop a sustainable
exploration program in PNG and major progress has been
made in developing a quality international exploration
acreage position that is already showing technical and
commercial success. 

EXPLORATION AND NEW VENTURES

Exploration
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A key focus of Oil Search’s activities in 2003 was to address
the high cost base of exploration drilling in the country and
to establish a portfolio of opportunities that could sustain a
longer term and more active exploration and development
program in PNG. 

• Oil Search underwent an internal operating capacity building
program to enable an efficient takeover of operatorship of
the core PNG Licences from ChevronTexaco. This was
achieved by developing a quality drilling group, employing

additional internationally experienced technical personnel
and developing a number of best practice standards and
systems that control our operating procedures and ensure
that the Company is working under stringent HSES
guidelines. This program was acknowledged by our Joint
Venture partners as being very thorough and was a
significant factor contributing to the unanimous support for
Oil Search and the very smooth transition of operatorship
that was achieved. 

• The Company used its voting power in 2003 to enable
exploration activity to occur in core licence areas. This
was achieved through an agreement with ExxonMobil to
acquire its interest in PPL 219 and resulted in the drilling
of the SE Moran well, immediately following the
successful NW Moran well. Despite the fact that SE
Moran was dry, PPL 219 is a high potential exploration
licence, as demonstrated by the positive NW Moran
result, and will be a focus of activity in 2004 and beyond.

• To optimise the Company’s acreage position in PNG, Oil
Search undertook a regional review of the entire country
in order to identify any remaining potential outside of the
Company’s existing acreage. The results of this review
are currently being finalised and will likely result in the
Company applying for additional acreage in 2004.

• Oil Search maximised the Company’s participation in PNG
drilling in 2003 by farming into the Bosavi well in PPL 206
through an equity transfer with Horizon Oil. Oil Search
provided Horizon with 20% equity in APPL 240 (PPL 227),
where the Kapul well will be drilled in 2004, and in return
Horizon farmed out 28% of its interest in PPL 206 to Oil
Search. This provided Oil Search with interests in two
wells thereby improving the risk and likelihood of
success. Unfortunately Bosavi was dry, but it provided a
definitive evaluation of the Darai Plateau area.

• To evaluate the potential for the extension of the Moran
oil field trend, the PPL 219 Joint Venture drilled the NW
Moran well. The well penetrated oil-filled Toro and Digimu
reservoirs in communication with the main Moran field. 
Oil Search is focussed on bringing NW Moran into
production as soon as possible and has established a
dedicated development team. Based on preliminary
feasibility and development planning, first oil from NW
Moran is expected to occur by early 2005.

• Other exploration work during the year included
interpretation of the 2002 SE Mananda seismic data,
which has led to a re-appraisal of the SE Mananda field
and has also upgraded the Mananda Attic prospect. 
A 2004 seismic program capable of supporting drilling
activity by late 2004 is now planned. 

2003 PNG Exploration 
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2003 Exploration Activity in the Republic 
of Yemen

Consistent with the Company’s measured diversification
plan, Oil Search has developed a material and quality
exploration position in Yemen. The Company now has
interests in three exploration licences, all immediately
adjacent to existing facilities. Oil Search operates two
licences (Blocks 35 and 15) and is a partner in Block 43
operated by DNO. Oil Search has focused on proven oil
prone areas close to existing infrastructure allowing rapid
commercialisation, with low finding and development costs.
Oil Search’s strategy in the region has been vindicated by 
the recent Nabrajah 1 discovery in Block 43. As a result of
the Nabrajah discovery and other commitments, Oil Search
will participate in at least five exploration wells and two
appraisal wells in Yemen in 2004 at a cost of between
US$2–2.5 million per well which complements the high 
well cost exposure in our PNG licences. 

The following summarises the key activities conducted 
in 2003:

• Block 35 was awarded to Oil Search and its partners, 
Saba Yemen Limited and SiPetrol International (the
National Oil Company of Chile), in March 2003. The first
exploration period is three years with a commitment of
300 kilometres of 2D seismic and one exploration well.
Block 35 is a high potential licence adjacent to the
Masilah Basin oil fields that currently produce in
approximately 250,000 bopd and contain proven reserves
in excess of 1 billion barrels. During the year, Oil Search
commenced a 432 kilometre seismic program over seven
prospective structures which was completed early in
2004. A two-well drilling program is planned to
commence in late 2004. Exploration drilling costs will be
less than US$3 million per well and exploration targets
will be in the 40 to 100 million barrels-plus range. 

• Block 15 is a highly prospective offshore block covering
over 13,000 square kilometres and contains a number of
large prospects in a proven hydrocarbon system. In 2003,
processing and interpretation of the 1,988 square
kilometres of 3D seismic acquired in late 2002
commenced and is nearing completion. The 3D data is 
of excellent quality and has confirmed the presence of 
a number of independent and sizeable structures. It is
planned to commence a two-well drilling program in late
2004 to early 2005. 

• In October 2003, Oil Search farmed-in to onshore Block
43 for a 25% interest. Block 43 is located in the prolific
onshore Masilah Basin immediately adjacent to Block 14
operated by Nexen. The block provides Oil Search with
exposure to plays similar to those proven to be oil
productive in Block 14. Meshat-1, the first of the two
farm-in wells, was spudded in December 2003 and was
plugged and abandoned in January 2004. Nabrajah-1, the
second well, successfully penetrated oil in the primary
reservoir and has been suspended as a potential
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producer. As a result of the Nabrajah discovery, the Joint
Venture is now planning a further four wells in 2004
comprising two wells to appraise the discovery and two
additional exploration wells, to evaluate similar structures
to, and on trend with, Nabrajah.

2003 New Ventures Activity

Consistent with a measured and focused diversification, the
Company evaluated a number of opportunities in the Middle
East and North African region. Oil Search’s strategy in the
region is to:

• Develop strong local relationships and strategic
partnerships with well placed local and national oil
companies. 

• Focus on regions with proven oil systems and existing
infrastructure and low cost exploration and development
costs.

• Identify opportunities that lead to early production or
existing production that requires the application of new
technology or a lower cost base to extract maximum
potential.

• Establish a deal flow that yields quality exploration and
production opportunities that complements Oil Search’s
PNG activities and diversifies the Company’s risk profile.

During 2003, Oil Search, in partnership with SiPetrol,
successfully acquired the East Ras Qattara Block, in the
Western Desert of Egypt. Sipetrol has an operating interest
of 50.5%, with Oil Search holding the remaining 49.5%
interest. The concession agreement has a minimum work
program for the initial three-year exploration phase of one
well and 250 kilometres of 2D seismic. The area contains a

number of play types analogous to recent discoveries in 
the Western Desert region. Drilling will occur in the licence 
in 2005.

Oil Search is also involved in joint study groups with two
national oil companies pursuing exploration and development
opportunities in the North African region. 

2004 Exploration Summary

Oil Search will participate in at least seven exploration wells
in 2004, five of which will be in Yemen and the balance in
PNG. The recent Nabrajah oil discovery in Block 43 in Yemen
will be a focus of attention with the intention of appraising
the oil field as quickly as possible and to follow up similar
structures that exist along the Nabrajah trend. In PNG, 
Kapul-1 is scheduled to be drilled in the third quarter, with
Iehi-2 a possible well to follow, depending on rig schedules.

In addition to the active drilling programs in PNG and Yemen,
the Company will acquire a major seismic program in PNG 
to mature targets for drilling in 2005 and 2006. Seismic
acquisition will include surveys over the Mananda Attic 
and Footwall leads, the Arakubi prospect and the Wasuma
prospect. A number of other leads may also be addressed 
by a contingent program. 

To address the issue of high drilling costs in PNG, it is
envisaged that a review of contract commitments will take
place during 2004. Oil Search is also upgrading Rig 2, a rig
already owned by the SE Gobe Unit Joint Venture, to enable
it to drill exploration and development wells. Despite the cost
of the upgrade, it has been estimated that utilising Rig 2 over
a five well program will save the Joint Ventures in excess of
US$15 million through decreased rig rates and fit-for-purpose
equipment.

Oil Search has committed funds in excess of US$55 million
to exploration in 2004 to ensure that the Company
participates in at least seven exploration wells and
undertakes enough geological and geophysical work and
studies to develop an exploration portfolio capable of
sustaining a long-term drilling program of quality prospects.

Drilling schedule for 2004
Prospect Licence OSH Interest Timing

SE Moran PPL 219, PNG 91% Completed
January, dry hole 

Meshat-1 Block 43, Yemen 25% Completed
January, dry hole 

Nabrajah-1 Block 43, Yemen 25% Completed April, 
oil discovery 

Naheb-1 Block 43, Yemen 25% 2Q 04 

Kapul-1 APPL 240, PNG 70% 3Q 04 

Exploration Block 43, Yemen 25% 3Q 04 

Exploration well Block 35, Yemen 46% 4Q 04 
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Oil Search now operates all PNG’s oil and
producing gas fields and owns, on average,
around 70% of PNG’s oil and 50% of its gas.

Oil Search
Permit name % interest Operator Joint Venture Partners

as at 31 December 2003

PNG permits 
PDL 1 21.50 ExxonMobil Santos

PDL 2 71.95 Oil Search ExxonMobil, Petroleum Resources, Merlin/Mitsubishi, Merlin Pacific

PDL 3 36.36 Santos Southern Highlands, Cue, Petroleum Resources

PDL 4 76.70 Oil Search ExxonMobil, Merlin/Mitsubishi, Petroleum Resources

PDL 5 40.69 ExxonMobil Petroleum Resources, Eda Oil

PL 1 100.00 Oil Search

PL 2 71.95 Oil Search ExxonMobil, Petroleum Resources, Merlin Pacific, Merlin/Mitsubishi

PL 3 64.86 Oil Search ExxonMobil, Merlin Petroleum, Petroleum Resources, Southern Highlands,
Santos

PPL 188 49.55 Oil Search Gedd, Woodside

PPL 190 31.28 Santos Santos, Murray, Cue

PPL 200 40.00 Talisman Interoil, IOR, Drillsearch Energy

PPL 218 (APPL 239) 50.00 Oil Search Woodside

PPL 219 72.52 Oil Search ExxonMobil, Merlin/Mitsubishi

PPL 233 52.50 ExxonMobil

PPL 234 100.00 Oil Search

APPL 240 70.00 Oil Search Gedd, Marabella Enterprises

APPL 243 24.70 Santos Niugini Energy, Horizon Oil

PRL 01 5.00 Talisman ExxonMobil, Cairn, Pacrim, Claremont, Secab

PRL 02 31.51 ExxonMobil Merlin 

PRL 03 38.51 ExxonMobil Merlin

PRL 08 44.64 Oil Search Mosaic, Omati, Gedd

PRL 09 42.55 Santos Cue

PRL 10 49.55 Oil Search Woodside, Gedd

PRL 11 52.50 ExxonMobil

PRL 12 52.50 ExxonMobil

Other permits
WA-281-P (Western Australia) 31.03 Santos Magellan, Beach Petroleum

Block 15 (Yemen) 45.00 Oil Search Kufpec, The Yemen Company, Emirates Exploration and Oil Fields
Development

Block 35 (Yemen) 46.00 Oil Search Yemen Oil Company, Saba Oil & Gas, SiPetrol

Block 43 (Yemen) 25.00 DNO First Calgary Petroleums, The Yemen Company

East Ras Qattara Block (Egypt)* 49.50 SiPetrol

Mineral assets
Misima Mines Limited 20.00 Placer Dome

Ramu Nickel Project** 31.50 Highlands Pacific MRDC

* Concessional agreement, which was approved by Egyptian People’s Assembly in March 2004.
** The sale of this interest to MRDC is awaiting completion.
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EXPLORATION AND NEW VENTURES
LOCATION MAPS

PNG

YEMEN
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SOCIAL ISSUES

What’s changed...With the assumption of operatorship has come much higher levels 
of responsibility for the health and safety of both our larger workforce and the community
around us. During the year, Oil Search initiated a substantial upgrade of our HSES
management systems to ensure the world-class performance that has been achieved to date
is maintained. Oil Search continues its active involvement in our local communities, based on
its 74 years experience in PNG.
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Dave Weeden, Oil Search’s Medical Officer at Hides, is
closely involved with the local community.

…our goal is incident-free
operations across all the
Company’s assets



Oil Search’s Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate
was below both the corporate target and the
2002 APPEA average.
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SOCIAL ISSUES

The safety of our workforce, our contractors, and the
communities with whom we interact is a core value for Oil
Search, and our number one priority. This is driven by the
goal of Incident-Free Operations across all the Company’s
assets. We consider it unacceptable that any member of 
our staff or a contractor should go home injured from our
workplaces. We therefore strive to ensure this does not
happen, with the application of rigorous risk assessment,
hazard analysis, management systems and procedures that
seek to minimise the chance of any incident occurring.

Oil Search inherited a strong safety culture in our workforce
when the Company took over operatorship from
ChevronTexaco. The Company has further built on this
culture and applied a “best practice” approach to all our
operated and non-operated areas.

HSES Performance in 2003

OSH Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate: 1998–2003

During 2003, the Company’s activity levels increased
markedly over previous years. This included taking over the
operatorship of all of PNG’s oil fields and conducting
extensive seismic operations onshore in Yemen. Our
workforce increased from 120 to more than 800 people over
the year. Despite this, only two Lost Time Injuries were
recorded, neither of which took place within the field
environment. This is a significant achievement given the
difficult working environment in which we operate. The Lost
Time Injury Frequency Rate (LTIFR) for the year was below
both the Corporate target set at 2.0 and the APPEA
(Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association)
average in 2002 of 2.2. Including operations at Kutubu, Gobe
and Moran, the LTIFR for 2003 was 0.3.

Policy/Management Systems
To ensure that HSES standards are world-class across all the
Company’s operations, regardless of location, a substantial
upgrade of Oil Search’s HSES Management System
commenced during the year. An integrated management
system framework that includes 16 standards, 20 systems
and a wide number of procedures is currently being finalised.
A comprehensive and ongoing training program for all
employees was also initiated during 2003.

HSES Management System Hierarchy
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HSES Leadership
Leadership of the safety culture within Oil Search 
comes from the Board and Senior Management. All staff 
are expected to actively demonstrate their support for
Incident-Free Operations and the ethos that none of our
colleagues go home injured from work.

Environment
Oil Search is privileged to work in pristine environments in
PNG and Yemen and is committed to minimizing the impact
of our operations everywhere we conduct business. In PNG,
the Company supports the environmental work carried out by
the World Wildlife Fund, in a partnership that has extended
over 12 years since production commenced. Programmes
conducted include unique environmental research into the
flora and fauna in and around our operational areas as well 
as environmental benchmarking. Operations in PNG work to
standards acceptable to major donor organizations such as
the World Bank and OPIC, allowing the Company access to
finance and insurance markets for its development activities.

Community Affairs

As a fundamental part of its partnership with the
communities in which the Company works, Oil Search 
has developed a proactive approach to provision of health
and well-being to its workforce and communities, in a
complementary way to services provided by the national 
and provincial governments.

This policy is a direct result of the Company’s desire to leave
a long term positive legacy to the communities with which
we interface. The Community Affairs and Health programmes
provide direct contact with project area landowners and form
a key part of our total Community Affairs programme.

This approach is a key risk mitigation strategy as cooperation
from our host communities is critical to ensure uninterrupted
production and continued exploration activities along with the
development of new fields such as SE Mananda.

Oil Search’s Community Affairs activities follow the policy
directions and procedures set out below:

• Ensure Community Affairs are a major focus in the
planning, management and delivery of all Oil Search’s
activities.

• Ensure transparent, open and proactive communications
with employees, contractors, government and local
communities.

• Ensure a close working relationship with regulatory
authorities responsible for overseeing community affairs.

• Ensure a continued flow of information to the
communities.

• Ensure that all discussions and negotiations with the
communities are held within the project area to provide
an open and transparent environment.

• Ensure local community business ventures have the
opportunity to participate in the provision of goods and
services for Oil Search operations, where they have the
capability to provide cost effective and competent
services.

• Ensure that all activities are planned and implemented in
a culturally sensitive manner to ensure community
support and optimize community benefits from our
operations.

Oil Search leads and participates in many community affairs
initiatives. A substantial number of field activities are carried
out by landowner companies who provide a wide range of
competitively priced and highly efficient services to field
operations. These include earthmoving, transportation,
security, catering, construction and camp servicing
throughout the operating areas, employing hundreds of
people from our local communities.

With the increase in development and field activities in 2004,
the Community Affairs and HSES personnel are increasing
their activities, with special emphasis on community health
programmes. Oil Search is expanding its successful malaria
eradication programme from the Hides area to Kutubu while
actively addressing the growing HIV Aids problem in the
Highlands by carrying out baseline prevalence surveys and
developing long term management plans with government
and aid agencies.

The Company continues to support major education and
training programmes for its staff and the local communities
that allows the development of a multi-skilled workforce, and
means that where possible, employees can be drawn from
the project area. These programmes have been highly
successful over the past 15 years, and local people now
constitute a high proportion of our skilled workforce.  

Oil Search also works closely with Non-Government
Organisations (NGO’s) to deliver a number of sustainable
development and community based health, education and
agriculture programmes. The Kutubu, Moran and Gobe Joint
Ventures were instrumental in the establishment of the
Community Development Initiatives (CDI) Foundation which
provides programmes in the Southern Highlands and 
Gulf provinces on public and community health, distance
education and support for local schools, vocational training
and capacity building for local level government. 

PNG has a good record of sustained production since 
the early 1990s. No oil export has ever been delayed by
community activities over this time.  Continued success in
building a reputation for reliable supply is dependent on the
success of our Community Affairs activities. This is why Oil
Search will continue to develop its various Community Affairs
activities and maintain honest and open communication and
cultural sensitivity in all its operations.
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CORPORATE & FINANCIAL INFORMATION

What’s changed...During 2003, Oil Search reviewed its internal corporate and financial
systems and practices and where appropriate, made upgrades. Particular focus was placed
on ensuring our corporate governance policies were in line with ‘best practice’. The Company
is confident that our internal systems and controls are capable of fully supporting our
objective to provide top quartile returns to shareholders.
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Oil Search shares are actively traded on the 
Australian Stock Exchange.

….total commitment to 
high standards throughout
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Oil Search’s goal is best practice in its corporate
governance. Oil Search fully supports the
recommendations of the ASX Corporate Governance
Council (“Best Practice Recommendations”). 

Although Oil Search is required to start reporting
on compliance with the Best Practice
Recommendations in its annual report for the
financial year commencing 1 January 2004 (that is,
next year’s 2004 annual report), Oil Search has
decided to report against the Best Practice
Recommendations in its 2003 annual report.

Oil Search already follows most of the Best
Practice Recommendations. Where Oil Search 
does not, it will ensure it does so during the 2004
reporting period and beyond.

Laying Solid Foundations for
Management and Oversight
Oil Search draws a clear distinction between
functions reserved for the Board and functions
delegated to management. In addition to the
Corporate Governance and Nominations
Committee, the Audit Committee, the Risk
Management Committee and the Remuneration
Committee, each discussed in detail below, the 
Oil Search Board has also established a Technical
Committee and an HSES (“Health, Safety,
Environment and Security”) Committee. These
committees meet regularly, set policy and 
provide guidance to management on a variety 
of complex issues.

Oil Search’s Constitution deals in part with the
division of responsibility between the Board and
management. Oil Search is preparing a separate
Board charter outlining the functions of the Board.
The Board charter will detail the separate roles 
of the Board and management.

Oil Search will, in future, regularly review the
balance of responsibilities between the
Chairperson, Chief Executive Officer and other
Directors. 

A statement of matters reserved for the Board,
together with a summary of the Board charter 
and a summary of the authority delegated to
management, will be made publicly available by
posting it on Oil Search’s website in a clearly
marked corporate governance section. 

Structuring the Board to Add Value
Board composition and teamwork have been
crucial elements in Oil Search’s success.

The Oil Search Board has adopted a definition 
for non-executive Directors. The Board in general,
and the Chairperson in particular, will use this
definition to assess the independence of 
non-executive Directors and to ensure that at 
all times a majority of the Board is independent.

At all times during the 2003 reporting period:

• A majority of the Board comprised
independent Directors;

• The Chairman was an independent Director
and;

• The roles of Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer were carried out by different
individuals.

The Oil Search Corporate Governance and
Nominations Committee’s functions include
assessing and recommending candidates for
appointment to the Board. 

The Committee has approved procedures for
Directors to take independent professional advice
if necessary. These procedures include notifying
the Chairperson of the intention to seek
independent legal advice and consulting with the
Chairperson on associated costs.

Details of the skills, experience and term of office
of each current Director are set out in this report.

The Board considers that all Directors in 
office at the date of the 2003 annual report are
independent except the Managing Director, 
Peter Botten. 

The Corporate Governance and Nominations
Committee currently comprises Clive Hildebrand
(Chairperson), Noreo Beangke, John Stitt and 
Peter Botten. The Committee met three times
during 2003. 

In future, the independence of Directors will be
assessed regularly and this will be combined 
with annual reviews between the Chairperson and
each Director. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

“Best Practice” Corporate Governance is a core
value for Oil Search and full implementation of
ASX guidelines is almost complete

Mr NN Beangke, B.A. 
Deputy Chairman

51 years

Mr Beangke was appointed to the 
Oil Search Board on 3 July 1992, and
was elected to the position of Deputy
Chairman on 9 May 1994. He is
currently the Managing Director 
of Credit Corporation and is also
Chairman of the Bank of South
Pacific Limited, and a Board member
of several other companies operating
within Papua New Guinea.

Ordinary shares, fully paid: nil

Options: nil

Mr TJ Kennedy, AM

61 years

Mr Kennedy resigned from the Board
on 17 November 2003. 
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The Board intends to hold regular non-executive
Directors’ meetings, without the participation of
any management, at the beginning or end of each
Board meeting. This will commence shortly.

The following material will be made publicly
available by posting it on Oil Search’s website in 
a clearly marked corporate governance section:

• A description of the procedure for selection
and appointment of new Directors;

• The Charter of the Corporate Governance and
Nominations Committee; and

• The Corporate Governance and Nominations
Committee’s policy for the appointment of
new Directors.

Promoting Ethical and Responsible
Decision-Making
Oil Search Board insists on ethical and responsible
decision-making by all involved in the management
of the Company. 

Oil Search adopted a Code of Commercial
Conduct (“Code”) in 1997. The Code regulates the
behaviour of Directors and senior management as
well as other employees, agents and consultants. 
The Code also details Oil Search’s policy regarding
trading in the Company’s shares by Directors,
employees, agents and consultants.

The Board is reviewing the Code to see whether
additional provisions need to be included. Special
attention is being paid to restrictions on Directors
and senior management trading in Oil Search
shares. Trading windows are being introduced.
With the Chairperson’s prior permission, Directors,
and with the Managing Director’s prior
permission, senior management, will be permitted
to trade during trading windows only. Trades by
Directors in Oil Search shares must be disclosed
to the Board. 

The following material will be made publicly
available by posting it on Oil Search’s website in 
a clearly marked corporate governance section:

• The Code of Commercial Conduct; and 

• Summary of Oil Search’s share trading policy.

Safeguarding Integrity in Financial
Reporting 
Oil Search recognises that investors and other
stakeholders must be able to rely on financial
reporting by their Company and that the integrity
of Oil Search’s financial reporting must be
maintained. 

Oil Search requires its Chief Executive Officer and
Chief Financial Officer to state in writing to the
Board that the Company’s financial reports
present to the best of the relevant officer’s then
knowledge and belief, a true and fair view, in all

material respects of the Company’s financial
condition and operational results and are in
accordance with relevant accounting standards.

At all times during the 2003 reporting period, 
Oil Search had an Audit Committee. The Audit
Committee comprises:

• Non-executive Directors only;

• A majority of independent Directors;

• An independent chairperson who is not 
the Chairperson of the Board; and 

• At least three members.

The Audit Committee has an operating charter.

Members of the Audit Committee must be
financially “aware” (in the sense of being able to
read and understand a balance sheet), while not
necessarily having qualifications in accounting,
economics or any other financial discipline. 

At least one member of the Audit Committee
must have relevant financial experience in a
company or professional body.

The Audit Committee currently comprises:

• John Stitt (Chairperson);

• Robert Igara;

• Noreo Beangke; and 

• Martin Kriewaldt (joined January 2004).

Three meetings of the Audit Committee were 
held during 2003. 

The following material will be made publicly
available by posting it on Oil Search’s website in 
a clearly marked corporate governance section:

• The Audit Committee Charter; and 

• Information on procedures for the selection
and appointment of the external auditor and
for the rotation of external audit engagement
partners.

The Company has an internal audit function 
within the role of General Manager Compliance.
See “Recognising and Managing Risk” 
section following. 

Making Timely and Balanced
Disclosures
Oil Search is very conscious of its reporting
obligations and recognises the importance of
making timely and balanced disclosures. 

The Board and senior management receive regular
updates from the Company’s Legal/Secretarial
Department on continuous disclosure
requirements based in part on recommendations
from external advisors. 

Mr PR Botten, B.Sc. ARSM
Managing Director

49 years

Mr Botten was appointed Managing
Director on 28 October 1994, having
previously filled both Exploration 
and General Manager roles in the
Company since joining in 1992. He
has extensive worldwide experience
in the oil and gas business,
previously holding various senior
technical and managerial positions 
in a number of listed and
government-owned organisations.

Ordinary shares, fully paid: nil

Options: nil
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The Board supports a rigorous continuous
disclosure policy and related procedures. Certain
designated persons only have responsibility for
disclosure. To date, this has been restricted to the
Chairperson, the Chief Executive Officer, the Chief
Financial Officer and the Company Secretary. 

Oil Search is careful to ensure that management
discussion and analysis in relation to the
Company’s financial results enhance clarity and
balance of reporting. 

A summary of Oil Search’s policies and
procedures designed to guide compliance with
the ASX Listing Rules in general, and disclosure
requirements in particular, will be made publicly
available by posting it on Oil Search’s website in 
a clearly marked corporate governance section. 

Respecting the Rights of Shareholders
Oil Search’s shareholders are of paramount
importance to the Company. Oil Search is
particularly proud of its Papua New Guinean
shareholders.

The Board regularly reviews strategies to ensure
prompt and effective communication with all
shareholders. Oil Search has introduced
webcasting of important events such as the
Annual Meeting and results presentations, email
communication and regular news updates.

Oil Search encourages all shareholders to attend
the Annual Meeting. In addition, Oil Search
arranges other public meetings with shareholders
as well as briefings and presentations for the
media and analysts on a regular basis.

Meeting notices are drafted in a clear and 
concise manner. 

Oil Search’s external auditor is invited to attend
the Annual Meeting to be available to answer
shareholder questions about the audit. 

Details of Oil Search’s communication arrangements
with shareholders will be made publicly available by
posting it on the Company’s website in a clearly
marked corporate governance section. 

Recognising and Managing Risk
Risk management is an integral part of Oil
Search’s business.

Oil Search has adopted risk oversight and
management policies. The Board regularly reviews
and updates policies and procedures on risk
management including material financial and 
non-financial risks. 

The Risk Management Committee assists the
Board by ensuring that appropriate and effective
policies, processes, practices and reporting
systems are in place covering all aspects of Oil
Search’s exposure to business and financial risks. 

The Risk Management Committee currently
comprises John Stitt (Chairperson), Peter Botten,
Robert Igara and Martin Kriewaldt.

The Board has formalised the internal audit
function, independent of the external auditor 
by appointing a General Manager Assurance and
Compliance. The internal auditor role is combined
with an audit compliance role designed to ensure
that the practices and procedures approved by the
Board and the Chief Executive Officer are being
complied with.

The Board will ensure that procedures are in 
place to enable the Chief Executive Officer and
the Chief Financial Officer to confidentially and
independently make the certifications required
from them for the financial accounts.

The Charter of the Risk Management Committee
will be made publicly available by posting it on the
Company’s website in a clearly marked corporate
governance section. 

Encouraging Enhanced Performance
Oil Search is continually looking for ways of
improving Board and management effectiveness.
This necessarily involves regular and timely review
of the Board and management. 

The process for performance evaluation for the
Board and Directors is described earlier in
“Structuring the Board to Add Value”. 

As noted above, Directors may obtain
independent professional advice. All Directors
have access to the Company Secretary. Directors
also have access to the other members of the
senior management team at all reasonable times.
This is for information purposes only as it is 
not the function of Directors to interfere in 
day-to-day management. 

Continuing education and skills development for
Directors focus on the Company’s business and
asset base. Particular emphasis is placed on site
visits for Directors and participation by Directors in
regular strategic reviews with senior management. 

Oil Search is reviewing and updating its induction
and training program for Directors to ensure that
Directors’ skills are maintained and enhanced.
Where necessary, Directors will be provided with
external assistance to ensure that they gain or
renew the skills necessary to function as effective
and reputable Directors.

The Evaluation processes for the Board, its
Committees and individual Directors, as well as
key executives are being finalised and will be
made publicly available by posting them on the
Company’s website in a clearly marked corporate
governance section. 

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE 

Mr F Ainsworth, AM, B.Comm.,
F.A.I.C.D., F.C.P.A. 

58 years 

Mr Ainsworth joined the Board in
October 2002. Mr Ainsworth has
extensive energy and resources
industry experience. He spent 
26 years with CSR Limited, mainly 
in CSR’s resources businesses,
including seven years in CSR’s 
Oil and Gas Division, and five years
as Managing Director of Delhi
Petroleum Pty Ltd (“Delhi”). When
CSR sold Delhi he moved to become
Managing Director and CEO of
Sagasco Holdings Limited, then 
the 4th largest oil and gas company
listed on the ASX. In 1994 he 
co-founded Potential Energy Pty
Limited, an energy consulting
business, and remains an executive
director of that company. 
Mr Ainsworth is also Chairman of
Bionomics Ltd and Horizon Oil Ltd,
and a non-executive Director of
Envestra Limited. He was formerly
Chairman of SA Generation
Corporation (the South Australian
Government-owned coal mining and
electricity generating Corporation).

Ordinary shares, fully paid: nil

Options: nil
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Fair and Responsible Remuneration
Oil Search strives to ensure that the level and
composition of Director and executive
remuneration is sufficient and reasonable and 
that the relationship of such remuneration to
corporate and individual performance is defined. 

The Oil Search Board has established a
Remuneration Committee. The Remuneration
Committee currently comprises Clive Hildebrand
(Chairperson), Fraser Ainsworth and Kostas
Constantinou. 

There were two meetings of the Remuneration
Committee during 2003. Each meeting was
attended by all members of the Committee. 

Oil Search’s remuneration policies:

• Distinguish the structure of non-executive
Directors’ remuneration from that of
remuneration for Company executives;

• Ensure that equity-based remuneration (for
example, share options) for Company
executives is in accordance with thresholds
set in plans approved by shareholders; and

• Detail the relationship between remuneration
and performance both at a corporate level and
an individual level.

Oil Search aims to pay its executives at market
rates applicable to a company of Oil Search’s size
operating in the oil and gas industry. 

Oil Search currently maintains a retirement
benefits scheme for non-executive Directors.
Under the terms of the scheme, a retiring Director
is entitled:

• After a period of service as a Director of three
or more years, to the sum of all the
emoluments of the relevant Director given by
the Company or by a related corporation of
the Company in the three years preceding the
date on which the relevant Director ceased to
be a Director of the Company; or 

• After a period of service as a Director of less
than three years, to the sum of all the
emoluments of the relevant Director given by
the Company or by a related corporation of
the Company during his period of service as 
a Director.

There will be a review of the Directors’ retirement
benefits scheme when a new Chairperson is
appointed.

The Charter of the Remuneration Committee will
be made publicly available by posting it on Oil
Search’s website in a clearly marked corporate
governance section.

Recognising the Legitimate Interests 
of All Stakeholders
Oil Search recognises its legal and ethical
obligations to all legitimate stakeholders in the
Company. 

As noted above, Oil Search adopted a Code of
Commercial Conduct in 1997. Among other things,
the Code deals with:

• Compliance with laws and regulations;

• Political contributions;

• Unacceptable payments;

• Giving or receiving gifts;

• Protection of Oil Search’s assets;

• Proper accounting;

• Dealing with auditors;

• Unauthorised public statements;

• Conflict of Interest;

• Use of inside information; and 

• Share trading.

Oil Search expects its subsidiaries, Directors,
employees, consultants and all other people that
represent Oil Search to comply with all laws
governing its Papua New Guinean, Australian and
international operations. At all times, Oil Search’s
operations must be conducted in keeping with 
the highest legal, moral and ethical standards.

Oil Search enforces compliance with the Code of
Commercial Conduct. Each member of the senior
management team is required to certify to the
Board annually that the manager is not aware 
of any breach of the Code except for breaches
notified to the Managing Director in writing. 

Oil Search is introducing procedures that will help
ensure appropriate workplace behaviour by all
employees and consultants. This will include
procedures for handling complaints by employees
(for example in relation to allegations of sexual
harassment or discrimination). 

The Code will be made publicly available by
posting it on Oil Search’s website in a clearly
marked corporate governance section.

Good corporate governance evolves with the
changing circumstances of a company and must
be tailored to meet those circumstances. Best
practice will also evolve with developments in
Australia and overseas. Whatever the
circumstances, Oil Search is committed to best
practice in corporate governance at all times. 

Mr KG Constantinou, OBE

46 years

Mr Constantinou joined the Board 
in April 2002. Mr Constantinou is a
prominent business figure in Papua
New Guinea, holding a number of
high level public sector and private
sector appointments. He is currently
a director of various companies,
including Hebou Constructions
Limited, Airways Hotel & Apartments
Limited and Lamana Hotel Limited.
He is also Deputy President of the
Employers Federation of Papua New
Guinea, a director of the Bank of
Papua New Guinea, Chairman of 
the National Capital District Physical
Planning Board and an Honorary
Consul for Greece in Papua New
Guinea. 

Ordinary shares, fully paid: 12,000

Options: nil
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The directors submit their report for the financial
year ended 31 December 2003.

Results and Review of Operations

Financial
During the year, the economic entity made 
an operating profit of US$85.68 million 
(2002: US$47.0 million) after providing for income
tax of US$68.22 million (2002: US$37.62 million).

Operations
Refer to the Company’s annual report for the
Managing Director’s review of operations.

Dividends
Subsequent to balance date, the directors have
approved the payment of an unfranked final
dividend of US$0.01 per share, and an unfranked
special dividend of US$0.01 per share to ordinary
shareholders in respect of the financial year ended
31 December 2003.

During the year, the Company paid dividends on
converting preference shares of A$1.81 million
(US$1.16 million) to its shareholders 
(2002: A$5.50 million, US$2.97 million).

Principal Activities
The principal activity of the Oil Search economic
entity is the exploration for oil and gas deposits
and the development and production of such
deposits. This is carried out as both the operator
of producing and exploration joint ventures and 
as a non-operator participant in exploration joint
ventures.

Corporate Information
Oil Search Limited is a company limited by 
shares that is incorporated and domiciled in 
Papua New Guinea. The economic entity
employed 647 employees as at 31 December
2003 (2002: 68).

Share Options
There were no options issued during the year to
employees or directors under the Employee Share
Option Plan. 

As at 31 December 2003 there were 8,285,000
options outstanding to take up unissued ordinary
shares in Oil Search Limited as further detailed 
in note 27 to the financial statements. During the
year, no options were exercised and 2,295,000
options lapsed.

Indemnification and Insurance of
Directors, Officers and Employees 
and Auditors
During the financial year, the Company paid
premiums to insure all directors, officers and
employees of the Company against claims
brought against the individual while performing
services for the Company and against expenses
relating thereto. The amount of the insurance
premium paid during the year has not been
disclosed as it would breach the confidentiality
clause in the insurance policy. There were no
claims during the year.

The Company has not otherwise, during or since
the financial year, indemnified or agreed to
indemnify an officer or auditor of the Company 
or of any related body corporate against a liability
incurred as such an officer or auditor.

Directors’ and Other Officers’
Remuneration
The Remuneration Committee of the Board is
responsible for reviewing compensation for the
directors and staff and recommending
compensation levels to the Board. The Committee
assesses the appropriateness of the nature and
amount of emoluments on a periodic basis with
reference to relevant employment market
conditions, with the overall benefit of maximising
shareholder value by the retention of high quality
personnel. To achieve this objective, the Board
links the nature and amount of executive director
and other staff emoluments to the Company’s
financial and operational performance.

Oil Search recorded an operating profit for 
2003 of US$85.7 million, up 82% on 2002 
and a record for the Company

DIRECTORS’ REPORT

Mr CP Hildebrand, B.E., M.A.,
D.Univ., FAusIMM, FAICD 

66 years

Mr Hildebrand joined the Board 
in April 2002. He was a director 
of Orogen Minerals Limited and in
the mining sector held executive
appointments as CEO/Managing
Director of listed coal company QCT
Resources Limited and predecessors
for 13 years to 1994, and earlier was
Managing Director of Australian
Anglo American Limited. He was
Alcoa of Australia’s inaugural
Strategic Planning Manager, then
Smelting Project Manager (Portland).
Since 1994 he has served as
Chairman of Ross Mining NL,
Highlands Gold Limited, AUSTA
Electric (Queensland’s state
generator) and of the Sugar
Research & Development
Corporation 1995-2002.

Ordinary shares, fully paid: 12,000

Options: nil



Details of the amount, in US$, of each element 
of the emoluments for the financial year for each
director of the Company are as follows: 

Directors (amounts are shown in US$)

Other 
Directors’ Retirement Compen-

Fees Allowance sationa

TJ Kennedyb 77,733 7,067 –
NN Beangke 55,000 5,000 –
PR Bottenc – – 856,506d

F Ainsworth 44,000 44,000 –
KG Constantinou 44,000 44,000 –
CP Hildebrand 44,000 23,000 –
R Igara 44,000 44,000 –
MD Kriewaldt 44,000 23,000 –
JL Stitt 55,000 5,000 –

a. Directors are reimbursed out-of-pocket expenses.

b. Mr TJ Kennedy resigned from the Board on 
17 November 2003 and received a retirement
allowance of US$251,067, in accordance with the
Directors’ Retirement Deed.

c. Mr Botten’s service agreement was amended in 1999
to include a bonus based on share price performance
over a five-year period. The bonus, calculated on the
excess share price on the date it is paid over A$1.39
(the price on the day of the agreement dated 17 March
1999), is based on 1,900,000 shares and is payable in
three annual tranches commencing 17 March 2000.
There have been no payments to date under this
agreement.

d. Other compensation is stated on a cost to the
Company basis, which may be more than the actual
value received by the Managing Director and includes
contractual obligations such as salary, housing,
personal travel and motor vehicle expenses.

Environmental Disclosure
The economic entity complies with all
environmental laws and regulations and operates
at the highest industry standard for environmental
compliance. The economic entity has provided for
costs associated with the restoration of sites that
will be incurred at the conclusion of the economic
life of the producing assets in which it holds a
participating interest. 

Retirement of Director
Mr TJ Kennedy, who joined the Board in1993,
resigned on 17 November 2003.

Significant Events after Balance Date
There were no significant events after balance
date. 

Significant Changes in the State 
of Affairs
The group’s interest in the Porgera Gold Mine (a
non-core asset) was sold in November 2003. The
Company took over operatorship of the PNG oil
fields following ChevronTexaco’s withdrawal from
Papua New Guinea and also acquired Chevron’s
PNG assets in October 2003.

Likely Developments
Oil and gas production from each of the fields 
in which the economic entity is a participant is
expected to continue, unabated, throughout 2004.

Attendances at Directors’ Meetings
The number of meetings of directors (including
meetings of committees of directors) held during
the year and the number of meetings attended by
each director, were as follows:

Directors

Directors’ Meetings
Number of meetings held 8

Number of meetings attended
TJ KENNEDYa 5
NN BEANGKE 7
PR BOTTEN 8
JL STITT 8
KG CONSTANTINOU 8
R IGARA 7
CP HILDEBRAND 8
MD KRIEWALDTb 7
F AINSWORTH 7

a. Mr TJ Kennedy resigned on 17 November 2003. 
b. Mr MD Kriewaldt was appointed to the Audit

Committee in January 2004.
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Mr R Igara, CMG, M.B.A, B.E.,
Grad.Dip.(International Law)

51 years

Mr Igara joined the Board in April
2002. At that time he was one of
Papua New Guinea’s most highly
placed civil servants and he has
extensive experience in the public
sector. He served as a diplomat in Fiji
and Australia and as the Secretary to
the Department of Trade & Industry.
He was formerly Chief Secretary to
the PNG Government, Acting
Secretary for Treasury and Chairman
of Mineral Resources Development
Company Limited. Mr Igara was an
independent director of Orogen
Minerals. He has also held
Chairmanships of other Boards,
including Chairman of the Boards 
of PNG Investment Promotion
Authority, National Forest Authority
and PNG/Halla Cement Corporation.
He is a Director of Bank of Papua
New Guinea and since 2002, the
Chief Executive Officer of PNG
Sustainable Development Program
Ltd which has a 52% interest in 
Ok Tedi Mining Ltd.  

Ordinary shares, fully paid: nil

Options: nil



Committees of the Board
As at the date of this report, the Company had 
a Corporate Governance and Nominations
Committee, a Remuneration Committee, an Audit
Committee, a Risk Management Committee, a
Technical Committee and an HSES Committee of 
the Board of Directors. 

Members comprising the committees 
of the Board during the year were:

Corporate Governance and Nominations:
Mr CP Hildebrand (Chairman), Mr NN Beangke, 
Mr PR Botten and Mr JL Stitt. Mr TJ Kennedy
resigned from the Committee in November 2003.
This Committee was renamed the Corporate
Governance and Nominations Committee 
in February 2003;

Remuneration: Mr CP Hildebrand (Chairman), 
Mr F Ainsworth, Mr NN Beangke, Mr PR Botten 
and Mr KG Constantinou. Mr TJ Kennedy resigned
from the Committee in November 2003. 

Audit: Mr JL Stitt (Chairman), Mr NN Beangke, 
Mr R Igara and Mr MD Kriewaldt. Mr TJ Kennedy
resigned from the Committee in November 2003. 
Mr MD Kriewaldt was appointed to the Committee
in January 2004;

Risk Management: Mr JL Stitt (Chairman), 
Mr PR Botten, Mr R Igara and Mr MD Kriewaldt.
Mr TJ Kennedy resigned from the Committee in
November 2003. 

Technical: Mr F Ainsworth (Chairman), 
Mr PR Botten and Mr CP Hildebrand. 
Mr TJ Kennedy resigned from the 
Committee in November 2003; and

HSES: Mr CP Hildebrand (Chairman), 
Mr F Ainsworth, Mr PR Botten, 
Mr KG Constantinou and Mr MD Kriewaldt. 

Changes in Directorships
The following changes to outside directorships
were recorded in the interests register of the
Company during the accounting period:

(a) Martin Kriewaldt ceased to be Chairman of
Airtrain Citylink Limited and ceased to be a
director of Thin Technologies Limited and was
appointed a director of Peptech Limited;

(b) Robert Igara was appointed a director of the
Bank of Papua New Guinea.

Rounding
The majority of amounts included in this report 
are rounded to the nearest US$1,000 (where
rounding is applicable).

Signed in accordance with a resolution 
of the Directors.

NN BEANGKE
Deputy Chairman of Directors

PR BOTTEN
Managing Director

Port Moresby, 23 March 2004
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Mr MD Kriewaldt, B., LL.B.,
F.A.I.C.D.

54 years

Mr Kriewaldt joined the Board in
April 2002. Mr Kriewaldt was a
director of Orogen Minerals Limited
and is a consultant to Allens Arthur
Robinson, and Chairman of Opera
Queensland Limited. He is also a
director of GWA International
Limited, Suncorp Metway Limited,
Campbell Brothers Limited and
Peptech Limited. He has previously
served as a director of QDL Limited,
Chairman of Suncorp Insurance and
Finance, Chairman of Infratil
Australia Limited, Hooker
Corporation Limited and Airtrain
Citylink Ltd.

Ordinary shares, fully paid: 12,000

Options: nil

Mr JL Stitt, MA

61 years

Mr Stitt joined the Board in April
1998. He has extensive experience in
the international oil and gas
business, having worked for 33 years
with the Royal Dutch/Shell Group of
companies. Mr Stitt is a former
director of Woodside Petroleum
Limited, Mitsubishi Chemicals and
Showa Shell Sekiyu K.K.

Ordinary shares, fully paid: 108,180

Options: nil

Meetings of Committees
Corporate 

Governance and Risk
Nominations Auditc HSES Remuneration Management Technical

Number of meetings held 3 3 1 2 2 2

Number of meetings attended
TJ KENNEDYa 2 3 1 2
NN BEANGKE 2 3 –
PR BOTTEN 2 1 – 2 2
JL STITT 3 3 2
KG CONSTANTINOU 1 2
R IGARA 2 2
CP HILDEBRAND 3 1 2 2
MD KRIEWALDTb 1 2
F AINSWORTH 1 2 2

a. Mr TJ Kennedy resigned on 17 November 2003. 
b. Mr MD Kriewaldt was appointed to the Audit Committee in January 2004.
c. The Managing Director and Chief Financial Officer attend meetings at the request of the committee.
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FIVE YEAR SUMMARY

Profit reached an all-time high in 2003 
and Oil Search’s Balance Sheet has 
strengthened significantly

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Profit and Loss
Operating Revenue 145,761 142,376 126,237 236,986 358,229 

Operating expenses 32,056 42,758 32,757 66,646 104,296 
Administration costs 6,054 4,980 3,850 9,299 13,410 
Exploration write-offs 1,846 2,067 7,165 13,982 12,467 

EBITDA 105,805 92,571 82,465 147,059 228,056 

Amortisation and depreciation 54,261 43,003 41,786 61,910 73,655 
Amortisation of negative goodwill – – – (5,576) (9,428)

EBIT 51,544 49,568 40,679 90,725 163,829 

Borrowing costs (17,278) (15,539) (13,737) (6,102) (9,927)

Operating profit before income tax 34,266 34,029 26,942 84,623 153,902 

Income tax expense 11,227 939 14,887 37,623 68,224 

Operating profit after income tax 23,039 33,090 12,055 47,000 85,678 

Dividends paid – Ordinary – – – – 10,557 
Dividends paid – Preference 7,194 5,147 3,730 2,965 1,158 

Movement in retained earnings 15,845 27,943 8,325 44,035 73,963 

Balance Sheet
Total assets 831,839 834,403 868,919 1,197,703 1,362,966 
Total cash 58,341 34,886 40,282 60,843 102,645 
Total debt 298,981 248,909 215,000 192,105 200,000 
Shareholders’ equity 402,417 446,281 500,799 787,314 846,385 

Other Information
Average realised oil price (US$ per barrel) 15.86 18.01 18.88 24.87 29.80
Average realised gold price (US$ per ounce) na na na 320.00 361.00

Exploration expenditure incurred (US$ million) 38,276 32,482 25,004 28,629 52,908 
Development expenditure incurred (US$ million) 22,819 18,830 52,296 57,671 27,687

Operating cashflow (US$ million) 82,018 58,631 73,215 127,915 191,257
Operating cashflow per ordinary share (US cents) 16.5 10.6 11.8 14.6 17.4

Diluted earnings per share (US cents) 4.1 5.4 1.8 4.5 7.7

Ordinary dividend per share (US cents) – – – 1.0 1.0
Special dividend per share (US cents) – – – – 1.0

Gearing (%) 37.4 32.4 25.9 14.3 10.3

Number of issued shares (000s) – ordinary 525,713 576,454 663,390 1,088,429 1,113,790
Number of issued shares (000s) – preference 1,189 802 802 802 – 

Exchange Rates
Year end  A$:US$ 0.6470 0.5489 0.5062 0.5561 0.7431
Average   A$:US$ 0.6384 0.5725 0.5077 0.5391 0.6525



The record profit was struck on
revenues of US$349.8 million,
driven by higher production and
strong commodity prices

INCOME STATEMENT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
Note US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Sales of goods and services 2(a) 349,755 229,297 620 533

Operating expenses production licences 96,459 60,078 285 239
Amortisation – producing assets 70,825 61,276 417 331
Royalties/Development/Mining levies 7,136 4,798 10 7

Costs of goods sold 174,420 126,152 712 577

Other operating income
Royalty income 211 277 – –
Other operating revenue – 966 – –
Foreign currency gains 2,716 1,505 – 83
Amortisation negative goodwill 9,428 5,576 – –

Other operating expenses
Exploration write-offs 12,467 13,982 7,498 3,253
Salaries and employee benefits 7,198 5,736 1,441 1,012
Premises and equipment – operating leases 1,282 874 113 73
Depreciation 2,830 634 143 82
Foreign currency losses – – 3,186 –
Other expenses 8,347 5,964 8,612 7,189

32,124 27,190 20,993 11,609

Profit/(loss) from operating activities 155,566 84,279 (21,085) (11,570)
Income from investments 2(b) 2,688 6,446 27,820 9,399
Profit on disposal of discontinued 
operations 31 5,575 – – –
Borrowing costs (9,927) (6,102) (2,003) (381)

Profit/(loss) from continuing operations 
before income tax 153,902 84,623 4,732 (2,552)
Income tax (expense)/benefit 3 (68,224) (37,623) 1,452 (365)

Net profit/(loss) after tax 85,678 47,000 6,184 (2,917)

Basic earnings per share (US cents) 7.66 4.47
Diluted earnings per share (US cents) 7.66 4.47

The income statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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BALANCE SHEET
AT 31 DECEMBER 2003

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
Note US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Current assets
Cash 24(b) 102,645 60,843 23,537 12,873
Receivables 6 79,608 53,529 4,555 3,180
Inventories 7 21,008 52,345 26 25
Current tax asset 7,507 – 918 –

Total current assets 210,768 166,717 29,036 16,078

Non-current assets
Receivables 8 12,317 19,646 309,116 455,500
Investments 9 20,987 81 338,612 257,508
Property, plant and equipment 10 635,193 602,661 7,578 7,739
Exploration costs 11 464,906 389,865 114,315 102,173
Negative goodwill 12 (61,457) (47,700) – –
Deferred tax assets 13 80,252 66,433 2,928 1,537

Total non-current assets 1,152,198 1,030,986 772,549 824,457

Total assets 1,362,966 1,197,703 801,585 840,535

Current liabilities
Payables 14 60,071 37,523 11,753 4,256
Interest-bearing liabilities 15 32,000 45,622 32,000 45,622
Provisions 16 5,374 2,242 2,458 1,154
Current tax liabilities 3,383 – – –

Total current liabilities 100,828 85,387 46,211 51,032

Non-current liabilities
Payables 17 – – – 32,804
Interest-bearing liabilities 18 168,000 146,483 168,000 146,483
Provisions 19 73,181 48,350 150 150
Deferred tax liabilities 20 174,572 130,169 14,747 13,147

Total non-current liabilities 415,753 325,002 182,897 192,584

Total liabilities 516,581 410,389 229,108 243,616

Net assets 846,385 787,314 572,477 596,919

Shareholders’ equity
Share capital 21 624,552 643,463 624,552 643,463
Reserves 3,044 (975) – –
Retained profits/(accumulated losses) 218,789 144,826 (52,075) (46,544)

Total shareholders’ equity 846,385 787,314 572,477 596,919

The balance sheet should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.

Oil Search’s Balance Sheet has
never been stronger, with gearing
down to 10.3% at year end
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Strong cash flows have funded 
the acquisition of ChevronTexaco’s
PNG assets plus all exploration and
development activity

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
Note US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Cash flows from operating activities
Receipts from customers 326,109 225,743 3,157 3,407
Payments to suppliers and employees (92,606) (74,098) (2,580) (8,293)
Interest received 1,849 2,661 128 200
Borrowing costs (8,291) (6,234) (3,384) (1)
Income tax paid (36,850) (21,317) (9) (218)
Intercompany dividends received – – 16,000 –
Other dividends received 835 952 – –
Other income 211 208 – –

Net operating cash flows 24(a) 191,257 127,915 13,312 (4,905)

Cash flows from investing activities
Payments for plant and equipment (7,505) (613) (177) (105)
Interest paid and capitalised into asset values (4,808) (4,612) – –
Other exploration and development costs (79,412) (93,503) (14,533) (3,932)
Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment 416 171 – 12
Proceeds from sale of investment – 6,948 – –
Cash inflow on sale of controlled entities 24(c) 52,403 – – –
Net cash (outflow)/inflow on acquisition 
of controlled entities 24(d) (87,819) 10,116 (87,819) –

Net investing cash flows (126,725) (81,493) (102,529) (4,025)

Cash flows from financing activities
Loans to controlled entity – – (62,216) (41,562)
Loans from controlled entity – – 184,827 56,385
Payments for share buy-back (18,910) – (18,910) –
Dividend paid (11,715) (2,966) (11,715) (2,966)
Proceeds from borrowings 290,000 – 290,000 –
Repayment of borrowings (282,105) (22,895) (282,105) (22,895)

Net financing cash flows (22,730) (25,861) 99,881 (11,038)

Net increase/(decrease) in cash held 41,802 20,561 10,664 (19,968)
Cash at the beginning of the year 60,843 40,282 12,873 32,841

Cash at the end of the year 24(b) 102,645 60,843 23,537 12,873

The cash flow statement should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes.
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003

Consolidated

Asset 
Share Hedging Revaluation Retained 

Capital Reserve Reserve Profits Total
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Balance at 1 January 2003 643,463 (975) – 144,826 787,314
Net profit after tax for the year – – – 85,678 85,678
Dividends provided for or paid – – – (11,715) (11,715)
Share buy-back (18,911) – – – (18,911)
Conversion of preference shares (23,949) – – – (23,949)
Equity issue on preference shares 
conversion 23,949 – – – 23,949
Change in fair value of hedging 
derivative – (1,930) – – (1,930)
Transfer to profit & loss – 1,040 – – 1,040
Available for sale assets at fair value – – 4,909 – 4,909

Balance at 31 December 2003 624,552 (1,865) 4,909 218,789 846,385

Chief Entity

Share Retained 
Capital Profits Total

US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Balance at 1 January 2003 643,463 (46,544) 596,919
Net profit after tax for the year – 6,184 6,184
Dividends provided for or paid – (11,715) (11,715)
Share buy-back (18,911) – (18,911)
Conversion of preference shares (23,949) – (23,949)
Equity issue on preference shares 
conversion 23,949 – 23,949

Balance at 31 December 2003 624,552 (52,075) 572,477

The statement of changes in equity should be read in conjunction with the accompanying notes

49.05 million shares were 
cancelled following a buy-back
program and all outstanding
preference shares converted
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003

1 Summary of significant accounting policies
While the chief entity is incorporated in Papua New Guinea, all
amounts in these statements are expressed in US dollars, as this 
is the functional and reporting currency of the economic entity.

(a) Basis of accounting
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with 
the historical cost convention together with the PNG Companies Act
1997, applicable International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
and interpretations of the International Financial Reporting
Interpretations Committee.

(b) Property, plant and equipment
Plant and equipment are carried at the lower of cost and
recoverable amount. Any gain or loss on the disposal of assets 
is determined as the difference between the carrying value of 
the asset at the time of disposal and the proceeds from disposal,
and is included in the results of the economic entity in the year 
of disposal.

Depreciation
Depreciation on corporate plant and equipment is calculated on a
straight-line basis so as to generally write off the cost of each fixed
asset over its estimated useful life on the following basis (actual
rates used may vary depending on the tax regime under which the
entities in the group are reporting):

Motor vehicles 20%
Office furniture 7.5%
Office equipment 20%
Buildings 3%

Depreciation is applied to joint venture plant and equipment so as 
to expense the cost over the estimated economic life of the
reserves with which it is associated. 

Amortisation of producing assets
Costs in relation to producing areas are amortised on a production
output basis. In relation to the Kutubu, Gobe and Moran oil fields,
exploration and development costs, along with any future
expenditure necessary to develop the assumed reserves, are
amortised over the remaining estimated economic life of the fields.

Costs in relation to the Hides gas to electricity project are amortised
in order to expense accumulated exploration and development
costs over the eight years remaining under the sales contract 
with the Porgera Joint Venture for supply of gas to the Porgera 
Gold Mine.

Restoration costs
Site restoration costs are stated in the Balance Sheet at total
estimated present value. The costs of restoration are brought to
account in the Profit & Loss over the economic life of the projects
with which these costs are associated.

Reserves
The estimated reserves are determined on an annual basis by 
an independent third party, Netherland Sewell and Associates.

(c) Principles of consolidation
The consolidated financial statements comprise the financial
statements of Oil Search Limited (the parent company) and its
controlled subsidiaries, after elimination of all inter-company
transactions. Subsidiaries are consolidated from the date the 
parent obtains control and until such time as control ceases.

On acquisition, the assets and liabilities of a subsidiary are
measured at their fair values at the date of acquisition. Any excess
or deficiency of the cost of acquisition above or below the fair
values of the identifiable net assets acquired is recognised as
goodwill or negative goodwill, as appropriate. The results of
subsidiaries acquired or disposed of during the year are included 
in the consolidated income statement from the effective date of
acquisition or up to the effective date of disposal.

The financial statements of subsidiaries are prepared for the same
reporting period as the parent company, using consistent
accounting policies. Adjustments are made to bring into line any
dissimilar accounting policies that may exist.

(d) Negative goodwill
Negative goodwill represents the excess of the economic entity’s
interest in the fair value of the identifiable assets and liabilities of 
a subsidiary at the date of acquisition over the cost of acquisition.
Negative goodwill is recognised as income on a production output
basis over the remaining estimated economic life of the identifiable
acquired depreciable assets.

(e) Currency translation
Translation of transactions denominated in currencies other
than US$
Transactions in currencies other than US$ of entities within the
economic entity are converted to US$ at the rate of exchange ruling
at the date of the transaction.

Amounts payable to and by the entities within the economic entity
that are outstanding at the balance date and are denominated in
currencies other than US$ have been converted to US$ using rates 
of exchange ruling at the end of the financial year.

All resulting exchange differences arising on settlement or 
re-statement are brought to account in determining the profit 
or loss for the financial year.

Translation of financial reports of overseas operations
All overseas operations are deemed to be integrated as each is
financially dependent on Oil Search Limited. Exchange gains and
losses arising on translation of the financial statements of the
foreign operations are brought to account in the profit and loss
statement of the economic entity.
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1 Summary of significant accounting policies
continued

(f) Exploration costs
Costs carried forward
The area of interest method of accounting for pre-production 
costs has been adopted. Areas of interest are defined as individual
petroleum prospecting and development licence areas.

All exploration, evaluation and development costs in respect of each
area of interest are accumulated and carried forward provided the
rights to tenure of the area of interest are current, and such costs
are expected to be recouped through successful development, or
by sale, or where exploration and evaluation activities have not
reached a stage to allow reasonable assessment regarding the
existence of economically recoverable reserves.

(g) Inventories
Inventories are valued at the lower of cost or net realisable value.
Cost is determined as follows:

(i) materials, which include drilling and maintenance stocks, 
are valued at the cost of acquisition; and

(ii) petroleum products, comprising extracted crude oil and
condensate stored in tanks and pipeline systems, are valued
using the full absorption cost method.

Inventories and material stocks are accounted for on an FIFO basis.

(h) Income recognition
Oil, gas and other liquid sales
The economic entity’s revenue, which is mainly derived from the 
sale of crude oil, is brought to account after each shipment is
loaded. Gas sales are recognised on production following delivery
into the pipeline.

Dividend income
Dividend income is taken to profit after dividends have been
declared.

(i) Capitalisation of borrowing costs
Interest and other finance charges on borrowings for major capital
projects are capitalised until the commencement of production and
then amortised over the estimated economic life of the project.
Where only part of a project is commissioned interest capitalisation
occurs on a pro-rata basis.

All other borrowing costs are recognised in net profit or loss in the
period in which they are incurred.

(j) Joint venture assets and liabilities
Exploration, development and production activities of the economic
entity are carried on through joint ventures with other parties and
the economic entity’s interest in each joint venture is brought to
account by including in the respective classifications, where
material, the share of individual assets and liabilities. 

(k) Leases
Operating lease payments, where the lessor effectively retains
substantially all of the risks and benefits of ownership of the leased
items, are included in the determination of the operating profit in
equal instalments over the lease term.

In the event that premises leased by the economic entity pursuant 
to a non-cancellable operating lease are identified as surplus to the
needs of the economic entity, a liability and expense are recognised
equal to the present value of the total expected outlay relating to
the surplus space as specified under the lease agreement.

(l) Employee entitlements
Provision is made for long service leave and annual leave estimated
to be payable to employees on the basis of statutory and
contractual requirements. Vested entitlements are classified as
current liabilities.

The contributions made to superannuation funds by entities within
the economic entity are charged against profits when due. In
Australia, contributions of up to 9% of employees’ salaries and
wages are legally required to be made.

The value of the employee share options in note 27 has not been
charged as an employee entitlement expense. All options expire 
on termination of employment.

(m) Recoverable amount
Non-current assets are written down to recoverable amount where
the carrying value of any non-current asset exceeds recoverable
amount. In determining recoverable amounts the expected net cash
flows have been discounted to their present value.

(n) Income tax
The tax currently payable or receivable is based on taxable profit 
for the year. Taxable profit differs from net profit as reported in the
income statement because it excludes items of income or expense
that are taxable or deductible in other years and it further excludes
items that are never taxable or deductible. The economic entity’s
liability or asset for current tax is calculated using tax rates that
have been enacted or substantially enacted by the balance sheet
date.

Deferred income tax is provided, using the liability method, on all
temporary differences at the balance sheet date between the tax
bases of assets and liabilities and their carrying amounts for
financial reporting purposes.

Deferred tax liabilities are recognised for all taxable temporary
differences.

Deferred tax assets are recognised for all deductible temporary
differences, carry-forward of unused tax assets and unused tax
losses, to the extent that it is probable that taxable profit will be
available against which the deductible temporary differences, carry-
forward of unused tax assets and unused tax losses can be utilised.

The carrying amount of deferred tax assets is reviewed at each
balance sheet date and reduced to the extent that it is no longer
probable that sufficient taxable profit will be available to allow all or
part of the deferred tax asset to be utilised.
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NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003

1 Summary of significant accounting policies
continued

(n) Income tax continued

Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured at the tax rates that
are expected to apply to the period when the asset is realised or the
liability is settled, based on tax rates (and tax laws) that have been
enacted or subsequently enacted at the balance sheet date.
Deferred tax is charged or credited in the income statement, except
when it relates to items charged or credited directly to equity, in
which case the deferred tax is also dealt with in equity.

Tax losses transferred between group companies are transferred
under normal commercial arrangements, with consideration paid
equal to the after tax benefit of the transfer.

(o) Financial instruments
Trade receivables
Trade receivables are stated at their nominal values as reduced by
appropriate allowances for estimated irrecoverable amounts.

Trade payables
Trade payables and other accounts payable are recognised when
the economic entity becomes obliged to make future payments
resulting from the purchase of goods and services. Trade payables
are stated at their nominal value.

Investments
Investments are initially measured at cost. Investments classified as
available-for-sale are measured at subsequent reporting dates at fair
value. Gains and losses arising from changes in fair value are
recognised directly in equity, until the security is disposed of or is
determined to be impaired, at which time the cumulative gain or
loss previously recognised in equity is included in the net profit or
loss for the period.

Borrowings
Interest-bearing bank loans are recorded at the amount received.
Finance charges are accounted for on an accrual basis.

Cash and cash equivalent
For the purposes of the cash flow statement, cash includes cash
at bank and on hand and interest bearing investments readily
convertible into cash, net of outstanding bank overdrafts.

Hedging contracts
Hedging contracts are entered into to limit the financial exposure of
the economic entity in relation to oil price, interest rate and foreign
exchange movements. Such derivatives are initially recorded at cost
and remeasured to fair value at subsequent reporting dates.

Changes in the fair value of derivative financial instruments that are
designated and effective as hedges of future cash flows relating to
firm commitments and forecast transactions are recognised directly
in equity. Hedge accounting is discontinued when the hedging
instrument expires or is sold, terminated, or exercised, or no longer
qualifies for hedge accounting. At that time, any cumulative gain or
loss on the hedging instrument recognised in equity is retained in
equity until the forecast transaction occurs. If a hedged transaction 
is no longer expected to occur, the net cumulative gain or loss
recognised in equity is transferred to net profit or loss for the
period.

(p) Comparative amounts
Prior year comparatives have been restated where necessary, in
order to achieve consistency with current year disclosures.

(q) Rounding
The majority of amounts included in this report are rounded to the
nearest US$1,000.
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

2 (a) Sales of goods and services
Sales of goods included the following:
Oil sales (gross) 280,593 187,115 – –
Gas and diesel sales 12,418 9,719 620 486
Mineral sales 51,066 28,603 – –
Oil hedging expenses (7,507) (5,647) – –
Other field revenue 13,185 9,507 – –
Revenue from services – – – 47

349,755 229,297 620 533

(b) Income from investments
Interest received from other corporations 1,853 2,249 127 182
Dividend income 835 2,463 – –
Profit on disposal of investment – 1,734 – –
Management charges from controlled entities – – 11,693 9,217
Dividends received from controlled entities – – 16,000 –

Income from investments 2,688 6,446 27,820 9,399

3 Income tax
The major components of tax expense are:
Current tax expense/(benefit) 49,698 25,017 (683) (7)
Adjustments for current tax of prior periods (1,966) 1,213 (1,578) 206
Tax benefit in respect of current period to be carried forward – (18,157) – (242)
Deferred tax expense relating to temporary differences 20,492 29,551 809 408

Tax expense/(benefit) 68,224 37,623 (1,452) 365

Reconciliation between tax expense and the pre-tax net 
profit/(loss) multiplied by the applicable tax rate is set out below:
Pre-tax net profit/(loss) 153,902 84,623 4,733 (2,554)

Tax at the PNG rate for petroleum (50%) 76,951 42,312 – –
Tax at the PNG rate for corporate (30%) – – 1,420 –
Tax at the PNG rate for corporate (25%) – – – (639)
Effect of change in corporate tax rate 1,393 – 1,394 –
Effect of differing tax rates across tax regimes (1,574) (1,359) – –

76,770 40,953 2,814 (639)

Tax effect of items not tax deductible or assessable:
Rebateable dividends (418) (1,231) (4,800) –
Profit on sale of controlled entities (2,587) – – –
Non-assessable income (1,589) (867) – –
(Over)/under provision in prior periods (1,966) 1,213 (1,578) 206
Non-deductible expenditure 2,728 344 2,112 798
Negative goodwill amortisation (4,714) (2,788) – –

Income tax expense/(benefit) 68,224 37,624 (1,452) 365



NOTES TO THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE FINANCIAL YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2003
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3 Income tax continued

The 2003 income tax on operating profit has been calculated by applying the taxation rates applicable to each company’s results as follows:

Tax Rate 
Applicable Tax Regime

Auton Investments Pte Limited 33% Singapore
Iona Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Mineral Resources (Porgera) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (Australia) Pty Limited 30% Australia
Oil Search (Gobe) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (Kutubu) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (Moran) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (PNG) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (Tumbudu) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Oil Search (Yemen) Limited 35% British Virgin Islands
Oriomo Oil Search Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Gas) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Gobe) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Juha) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Kutubu) Limited 50% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Lihir) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Misima) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Porgera) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Orogen Minerals (Ramu) Limited 30% Papua New Guinea
Papuan Oil Search Limited 30% Australia

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

The amount of the deferred tax liabilities and assets recognised in 
the balance sheet in respect of each type of temporary difference:
Deferred tax asset in respect of:
Provisions 14,999 8,877 2,659 1,290
Exploration and development 36,836 22,811 – –
Tax losses recognised 28,417 34,745 269 247

80,252 66,433 2,928 1,536

Deferred tax liabilities in respect of:
Exploration and development 174,572 130,169 14,747 13,147

The amount of the deferred tax expense/(revenue) recognised 
in net profit/(loss) in respect of each type of temporary difference:
Exploration and development 21,231 30,367 976 457
Provisions (3,497) (816) (194) (49)
Tax losses 2,758 – 27 –

Deferred tax expense/(revenue) 20,492 29,551 809 408
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4 Consolidated entities
Ownership Ownership

interest interest
Country of % %

Incorporation 2003 2002

Auton Investments Pte Limited Singapore 100 100
Oil Search (Gobe) Limited PNG 100 100
Oil Search (Kutubu) Limited PNG 100 100
Oil Search (Middle Eastern) Limiteda British Virgin Is. 100 –

Oil Search (Egypt) Limiteda British Virgin Is. 100 –
Oil Search (Libya) Limiteda British Virgin Is. 100 –
Oil Search (Yemen) Limited previously Oil Search (Middle East) Limited British Virgin Is. 100 100

Oil Search (Moran) Limited PNG 100 100
Oil Search (PNG) Limited PNG 100 –
Oil Search (Tumbudu) Limited PNG 100 100
Oriomo Oil Search Limited PNG 100 100

Iona Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals Limited PNG 100 –

Mineral Resources (Porgera) Ltd PNG – 100
Orogen Minerals (Kutubu) Limited PNG 100 –
Orogen Minerals (Gobe) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals (Porgera) Limited PNG – 100
Orogen Minerals (Gas) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals (Ramu) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals (Lihir) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals (Misima) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals (Juha) Limited PNG 100 100
Orogen Minerals Exploration Inc. Cayman Is. 100 100

Papuan Oil Search Limited Australia 100 100
Oil Search (Australia) Pty Limited Australia 100 100

a. Company incorporated during the year.

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

5 Dividends paid or proposed
Dividends in respect of the year, proposed subsequent to the year end:
Ordinary dividends – unfrankeda 22,275 10,885 10,885 10,885
Preference dividends – unfranked – 2,965 – 2,965

22,275 13,850 10,885 13,850

Dividends paid during the year:
Ordinary – previous year final unfranked 10,557 – 10,557 –
Preference – current year unfranked 1,158 2,965 1,158 2,965

11,715 2,965 11,715 2,965

a. On 25 February 2004, the directors declared a final dividend in respect of the current year, of US$0.01 per share and a special dividend of US$ 0.01 per share,
both unfranked, to be paid to the holders of ordinary shares on 11 May 2004. The proposed dividends for 2003 are payable to all holders of ordinary shares
on the Register of Members on 27 April 2004 and are subject to Bank of Papua New Guinea approval. The estimated dividends to be paid are US$22,275,807
and have not been included as a liability in these financial statements.

The dividends will be funded by Oil Search Limited subsequent to receipt of a corresponding inter-entity dividend.

As Oil Search Limited is a Papua New Guinea incorporated company, there are no franking credits available on dividends.

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

6 Current receivables 
Trade debtors 53,563 29,330 37 57
Other debtors 26,045 24,199 4,518 3,123

79,608 53,529 4,555 3,180
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

7 Inventories
Materials and supplies (at cost) 20,998 27,128 26 25
Ore stockpile (at net realisable value) – 21,140 – –
Refined gold (finished goods at cost) – 1,051 – –
Petroleum products (at cost) 10 3,026 – –

21,008 52,345 26 25

8 Non-current receivables
Amounts due by:
– controlled entities – – 309,116 455,500
– other entities (other receivables) 12,317 19,646 – –

12,317 19,646 309,116 455,500

9 Non-current investments 
Available for sale assets:

Shares quoted on stock exchangesa 20,987 – – –

Shares not quoted on stock exchangesb 962 962 – –
Provision for impairment (962) (881) – –

– 81 – –
Shares in controlled entities (at cost) – – 338,612 257,508

20,987 81 338,612 257,508

a. Shares in Durban Roodepoort Deep Limited: 6,643,903 (2002: Nil) ordinary shares at market value.

b. Shares in Misima Mines Limited: 3,772,843 (2002: 3,772,843) ordinary shares at acquisition cost.

Consolidated Chief Entity

Cost Depreciation Cost Depreciation
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

10 Property, plant and equipment

(a) Vehicles, office equipment 
Balance at start of year (gross) 6,262 (2,821) 1,267 (963)
Acquisitions 1,326 – – –
Additions 7,505 – 177 –
Disposals (1,764) 1,333 – –
Depreciation – (2,830) – (143)
Net exchange differences – (504) – –

Balance at end of year (gross) 13,329 (4,822) 1,444 (1,106)

Balance at end of year (net) 8,507 – 338 –

(b) Producing assets
Balance at start of year (net of accumulated amortisation) 599,220 426,413 7,435 7,435
Acquisitions 131,394 186,026 – –
Expenditure 27,687 57,671 230 5,321
Disposals (66,946) – – –
Changes in restoration obligations 13,016 2,216 – –
Amortisation of site restoration (5,960) (3,613) (8) (8)
Expenditure written offa (900) (9,098) – –
Amortisation (70,825) (60,395) (417) (331)

Balance at year end (net of amortisation) 626,686 599,220 7,240 7,435

Total for property, plant and equipment 635,193 602,661 7,578 7,739

a. Expenditure written off arose in connection with the periodic assessment of recoverable amount of carrying values for producing assets and represents a
writedown of PDL 3/4 to its value in use. In determining the recoverable amount, the expected net cash flows have been discounted to their present value
using a weighted average cost of capital of 9.8%.
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

11 Exploration costs
Accumulated exploration – at cost
Areas in exploration or evaluation phase 464,906 389,865 114,315 102,173

Exploration costs
Opening balance 389,865 319,006 102,173 101,965
Acquisitions 33,700 47,115 – –
Expenditure movements 49,835 24,017 19,640 3,461
Borrowing costs capitaliseda 3,073 4,612 – –
Expenditure written offb (11,567) (4,885) (7,498) (3,253)

Closing balance 464,906 389,865 114,315 102,173

a. Borrowing costs included in the cost of exploration during the year arose 
on the general borrowing pool and are calculated by applying an average 
capitalisation rate of 24% to the interest charge.

b. Expenditure written off arose in connection with the periodic assessment 
of the carry forward of exploration expenditure for each area of interest in 
accordance with the economic entity’s accounting policy. 

The ultimate recoupment of costs carried forward for areas in 
exploration or evaluation phases is dependant on the successful 
development and commercial exploitation of the area or commercial 
sale of the respective petroleum prospecting areas.

12 Negative goodwill
Gross
Balance at 1 January 53,276 –
Acquisition 37,820 53,276
Disposal (17,382) –

Balance at 31 December 73,714 53,276

Accumulated amortisation
Balance at 1 January (5,576) –
Amortisation (9,428) (5,576)
Disposal 2,747 –

Balance at 31 December (12,257) (5,576)

Net negative goodwill 61,457 47,700

13 Non-current deferred tax assets 
Future income tax benefits – temporary differences 51,835 31,688 2,659 1,290

– tax losses 28,417 34,745 269 247

80,252 66,433 2,928 1,537

14 Current payables 
Trade creditors and accruals 60,071 37,523 11,753 4,256

15 Current interest-bearing liabilities
Secured bank loansa 32,000 45,622 32,000 45,622

a. Secured by mortgage. Refer to Note 23(d).

16 Current provisions 
Dividends 466 466 – –
Employee entitlements 4,242 1,096 1,792 474
Directors retirement allowances 666 680 666 680

5,374 2,242 2,458 1,154
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

17 Non-current payables
Owing to controlled entities – – – 32,804

18 Non-current interest-bearing liabilities 
Secured bank loansa 168,000 146,483 168,000 146,483

a. Secured by mortgage. Refer to note 23 (d).

19 Non-current provisions 
Site restoration 73,181 48,350 150 150

Site restoration – balance at beginning of year 48,350 29,787 150 150
Increase through acquisition 16,195 16,347 – –
Decrease through disposal (4,380) – – –
Additional provision 13,016 2,216 – –

Site restoration – balance at end of year 73,181 48,350 150 150

These provisions are in relation to the estimated costs associated 
with the restoration of sites that will be incurred at the conclusion 
of the economic life of the producing assets in which the economic 
entity holds a participating interest.

No usage of this provision is expected during the next 12 months.

20 Deferred tax liabilities
Deferred income tax – temporary differences 174,572 130,169 14,747 13,147

21 Share capital
Issued 1,113,790,362 (2002: 1,088,429,067) Ordinary shares, 

fully paid (no par value) 624,552 619,514 624,552 619,514
Issued nil (2002: 802,247) Converting preference shares, 

fully paid (no par value) – 23,949 – 23,949

624,552 643,463 624,552 643,463

Movements in shares on issue
Beginning of financial year 643,463 400,008 643,463 400,008
Issued during the year:
– Share buy-back (18,911) – (18,911) –
– Equity issue – Orogen merger – 243,455 – 243,455
– Conversion of preference shares 23,949 (23,949) 23,949 (23,949)
– Equity issue on preference share conversion (23,949) 23,949 (23,949) 23,949

624,552 643,463 624,552 643,463

Shares issued during the year
During the year, the Company actively conducted an on-market share buy-back programme in accordance with a Board resolution, 
re-purchasing 49,050,997 shares for a total cost of US$18.91 million.

During the year, the Company completed the conversion of its Converting preference shares by issuing 74,412,292 ordinary shares for an
equivalent consideration of A$40,112,350 (US$23,949,151) at a price of A$0.5391 per share. There are no Converting preference shares on
issue as balance date.

Share options – Employee Share Option Plan
At balance date, there are 8,285,000 options (2002: 10,580,000) issued over ordinary shares exercisable at various dates in the future and at
varying exercise prices (refer to Note 27 for further details). During the year, a total of 2,295,000 options expired. There were no additional
options issued during the year.
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

22 Interests in joint ventures
(a) Net assets employed in joint ventures
Current assets
– Cash 1,818 4,257 288 566
– Receivables 1,267 1,075 153 6
– Inventories 8,465 9,904 26 25

Non-current assets
– Exploration 464,906 389,865 114,314 102,173
– Production 626,686 599,220 7,240 7,435

Less: current liabilities (5,793) (5,730) (1,470) (433)

1,097,349 998,591 120,551 109,772

(b) Interests in joint ventures
The principal activities of the following joint ventures in Papua New Guinea in which the economic entity holds an interest are the
exploration for and the production of crude oil and natural gas.

Capital expenditure commitments and contingent liabilities in respect of these joint ventures are disclosed in note 23.

% Interest % Interest
2003 2002

(i) Production joint ventures
PDL 1 Hides gas field 21.50 21.50
PL 1a Hides gas pipeline 100.00 100.00
PDL 2a Kutubu oil field 71.95 52.58
PL 2a Kutubu oil pipeline 71.95 52.58
PDL 3 Gobe oil field 36.36 36.36
PL 3a Gobe oil pipeline 64.86 51.14
PDL 4a Gobe oil field 76.70 57.33
PDL 5 Moran oil field 40.69 40.69
Porgera Porgera gold mine Nil 20.00

(ii) Exploration joint ventures
PPL 188a 49.55 49.55
PPL 190 31.28 31.28
PPL 200 40.00 50.00
PPL 218a 50.00 50.00
PPL 219 (formerly PPL 161) 72.52 47.52
PPL 233 (formerly PPL 138) 52.50 52.50
PPL 234a 100.00 100.00
APPL 243 24.70 Nil
PRL 1 (formerly PPL 82) 5.00 5.00
PRL 2 (formerly PPL 101) 31.51 10.01
PRL 3 38.51 13.51
PRL 08a 44.64 44.64
PRL 09 42.55 42.55
PRL 10a 49.55 49.55
PRL 11 52.50 52.50
PRL 12 52.50 52.50
WA 281P 31.03 31.03
Yemen Block 15a 45.00 45.00
Yemen Block 35a 46.00 Nil
Yemen Block 43 25.00 Nil
Ramu nickel projectb 31.50 31.50

a. Joint venture operated by the economic entity.

b. On 30 January 2003, Oil Search Limited announced the sale of the economic entity’s interest in the Ramu Nickel Project to the Mineral Resources
Development Company (MRDC) for a consideration of US$3.8 million. The financial impact of this sale has not been brought to account at 31 December
2003, pending completion of the transaction.
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22 Interests in joint ventures continued

The various production joint ventures in which the economic entity is a participant contributed the following to the profit of the 
economic entity:
PDL 1 US$2,829,757 (2002: US$2,151,000)
PDL 2 US$99,643,763 (2002: US$65,728,000)
PDL 3/4 US$18,701,770 (2002: loss US$4,766,000)
PDL 5 US$17,980,029 (2002: US$9,314,000)
Porgera US$13,244,581 (2002: US$4,070,000)

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

23 Contingent liabilities and commitments

(a) Operating leases not capitalised in the accounts
Rental of premises and motor vehicles
– Payable within 12 months 2,579 1,089 – –
– Payable 1 to 2 years 2,615 1,136 – –
– Payable 2 to 5 years 8,014 3,168 – –

(b) Exploration expenditure
The economic entity, together with joint venture partners, has undertaken exploration programmes. The directors estimate the economic
entity’s future contribution to these joint ventures, based on firm commitments and other likely expenditure for existing joint venture
interests at 31 December 2003, will be approximately US$60 million during the year ending 31 December 2004. 

These obligations may vary from time to time, subject to approval, and are expected to be fulfilled in the normal course of operations 
of the economic entity.

(c) Capital expenditure
The economic entity, through its participation in various joint ventures, has capital expenditure commitments for 2004 in relation to 
the Kutubu, Gobe and Moran Projects. At balance date, the directors estimate that the economic entity has firm commitments of 
US$24.0 million (2002: US$10.7 million) in respect of the Kutubu Project, US$4.6 million (2002: US$0.9 million) in respect of the Gobe Project 
and US$11.0 million (2002: US$15.1 million) in respect of the Moran Project. 

(d) Guarantees re debts of controlled entities
As part of the terms and conditions of a Loan Agreement between Oil Search Limited (“OSL”) as borrower, and Oil Search (Gobe) Limited
(“OSG”), Oil Search (Tumbudu) Limited (“OST”), Oil Search (Moran) Limited (“OSM”), Oil Search (Kutubu) Limited (“OSK”), Orogen Minerals
(Gobe) (“OMG”), Orogen Minerals (Kutubu) Limited (“OMK”) and Oil Search (PNG) Limited (“OSP”) as guarantors and the ABN AMRO lending
syndicate, for the provision of a US$300 million term debt facility (2002: $215 million) the following security was provided:

(i) OSM, OSK, OSG,OMG, OMK, OSP and OST jointly and severally provided a payment guarantee over the loan; 

(ii) OSK provided a charge over its credit account in Australia with Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited, Sydney and over 
its oil receivables;

(iii) OSL provided a charge over its credit account in Singapore with Australia and New Zealand Banking Group Limited; and

(iv) OST provided a charge over its credit account in Port Moresby with ANZ (PNG) Limited Bank.

(e) Contingent claims
Various claims for damages, occurring through the ordinary course of business, existed at balance sheet date. Legal advice indicates 
it is unlikely that any significant liabilities will arise from these outstanding claims. 
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

24 Statement of cash flows

(a) Reconciliation of operating profit after tax 
to net cash flows from operating activities
Operating profit/(loss) after tax 85,678 47,000 6,184 (2,917)
Add back – loss on sale of fixed assets 96 41 – –
Deduct – profit on sale of investment – (1,734) – –
Deduct – profit on discontinued operations (5,575) – – –

Operating profit/(loss) after tax 80,199 45,307 6,184 (2,917)

Add/(deduct):
Exploration write-off 12,467 13,983 7,498 3,253
Amortisation 70,825 61,276 417 331
Amortisation of negative goodwill (9,428) (5,576) – –
Provision for site restoration 5,960 3,613 8 8
Depreciation charges 2,830 634 143 82
Interest charged by controlled entities – – 300 379
Exchange losses (gains) – unrealised – 139 3,752 620
Movement in tax provisions 31,374 16,307 (1,461) 147
Net increase (decrease) in provisions 508 346 67 192
Management fee charged – – 9,530 6,304
Management fee credited – – (11,693) (9,217)
Increase/(decrease) in payables 13,550 (2,317) (1,427) (4,355)
(Increase)/decrease in receivables (17,028) (5,797) (6) 268

111,058 82,608 7,128 (1,988)

Net cash flows from/(used in) operating activities 191,257 127,915 13,312 (4,905)

(b) For the purposes of the above cash flow statement, 
cash includes cash on hand and at bank, deposits at call, 
and bank overdraft
Cash at bank and on hand 43,145 23,382 16,917 12,821
Interest-bearing short-term deposits 59,500 37,461 6,620 52

102,645 60,843 23,537 12,873

At 31 December 2003, US$15.0 million (2002: US$9.7 million) was required to be held in a reserve account under the covenants of the ABN AMRO Financing
Facility. In addition, US$6.6 million is held as security for letters of credit on issue.

(c) Disposal of subsidiaries
On 21 November 2003, Oil Search Limited disposed of the subsidiaries Orogen Minerals Porgera Limited and Mineral Resources (Porgera)
Limited for an aggregate consideration of US$68.5 million of which US$52.4 million was satisfied by way of cash and $16.1 million by way 
of Durban Roodepoort Deep scrip.

17 October 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000

Net assets disposed:
Inventories 35,338 –
Producing assets 66,946 –
Deferred tax asset 404 –
Receivables 1,505 –
Accounts payable (7,090) –
Site restoration provision (4,380)
Deferred tax liability (16,118) –

76,605 –
Negative goodwill (14,635) –

61,970 –
Divestment expenses 936 –
Profit on disposal 5,575 –

Total consideration 68,481 –
Less Durban Roodepoort Deep scrip 16,078 –

Net cash inflow arising on disposal 52,403 –
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24 Statement of cash flows continued

(d) Acquisition of subsidiary
On 17 October 2003, Oil Search Limited acquired 100 per cent of the issued share capital of Oil Search (PNG) Limited (previously Chevron
Niugini Limited) for an aggregate consideration of US$101.6 million. This transaction has been accounted for by the purchase method of
accounting.

17 October 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000

Net assets acquired:
Inventories 5,259 37,431
Plant and equipment 132,720 188,788
Exploration and development assets 33,700 47,115
Investments – 6,176
Deferred tax asset 8,225 26,775
Cash and deposits 13,747 94,592
Receivables 983 26,983
Other assets 5,086 –
Accounts payable (11,577) (16,372)
Interest-bearing liabilities (36,538) –
Site restoration provision (16,195) (16,347)
Other provisions (8,403) (7,583)
Deferred tax liability (24,159) (6,351)

102,848 381,207

Negative goodwill (37,820) (53,276)

65,028 327,931

Net cash (outflow) arising on acquisition:
Consideration paid for equity (59,502) (320,824)
Acquisition costs (5,526) (7,107)

Cost of acquisition of equity (65,028) (327,931)
Novation of loan to parent entitya (36,538) –

(101,566) (327,931)
Less issue of shares – 243,455

Gross cash outflow on acquisition (101,566) (84,476)
Less cash balances acquired 13,747 94,592

Net cash (outflow)/inflow on acquisition (87,819) 10,116

a. Amount settled in cash.

Oil Search (PNG) Limited contributed US$21.29 million of revenue and US$11.20 million of profit from ordinary activities before tax for the
period between the date of acquisition and the balance sheet date.

(e) Financing facility
During December 2003, Oil Search Limited refinanced its financing facility. The outstanding balance on the existing facility, US$132.5 million,
was repaid with the US$200 million component of the new facility being fully drawn. The new debt is an amortising five-year facility. 
US$200 million was outstanding as at the end of December 2003.

As part of the refinancing, the company also has available to it a US$100 million revolving credit facility. This facility is available until
December 2007 and was undrawn as at December 2003. Refer to notes 23(d) and 30(a)(ii).
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Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$ US$ US$ US$

25 Directors’ and executives’ remuneration

(a) Directors’ remuneration
Remuneration paid or payable, or otherwise made available, 
in respect of the financial year, to all directors of the economic entity, 
directly or indirectly, by the entities of which they are directors or 
any related party:
– Directors’ fees 413,486 362,976
– Directors’ retirement allowances 195,067 180,963
– Fixed salary of full-time employees 1,148,648 782,091

1,757,201 1,326,030

Remuneration paid or payable, or otherwise made available, 
in respect of the financial year, to all directors of Oil Search Limited, 
directly or indirectly, by the entity or any related party:
– Directors’ fees 407,733 345,107
– Directors’ retirement allowances 195,067 180,963
– Fixed salary of full-time employees 856,506 595,585

1,459,306 1,121,655

The number of directors of Oil Search Limited whose remuneration (including directors’ retirement allowances) falls within the following bands:

Chief Entity

2003 2002
No. No.

US$20,000 – US$29,999 – 1
US$40,000 – US$49,999 – 1
US$50,000 – US$59,999 – 1
US$60,000 – US$69,999 4 5
US$80,000 – US$89,999 4 –
US$90,000 – US$99,999 – 1
US$590,000 – US$599,999 – 1
US$850,000 – US$859,999 1 –

The insurance premium paid during the year to insure the directors against claims made against them while performing services for the
Company has not been disclosed as it would breach the confidentiality clause in the insurance policy.

Consolidated Chief Entity

2003 2002 2003 2002
US$ US$ US$ US$

(b) Executives’ remuneration
Amounts received or due and receivable by executive officers 
of the economic entity whose remuneration is US$100,000 or 
more, from entities in the economic entity and related entities 2,338,735 1,925,032 259,633 164,369

The number of executive officers whose remuneration falls 
within the following bands:

No. No. No. No.

US$40,000 – US$49,999 1 – – –
US$130,000 – US$139,999 – 1 – –
US$140,000 – US$149,999 – 2 – –
US$160,000 – US$169,999 – 1 – 1
US$170,000 – US$179,999 – 2 – –
US$190,000 – US$199,999 – 2 – –
US$250,000 – US$259,999 1 – 1 –
US$260,000 – US$269,999 1 – – –
US$270,000 – US$279,999 1 – – –
US$290,000 – US$299,999 1 – – –
US$340,000 – US$349,999 1 – – –
US$590,000 – US$599,999 – 1 – –
US$850,000 – US$859,999 1 – – –
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US$ US$ US$ US$

26 Auditors’ remuneration
Amounts paid or due and payable in respect of:
Auditing the economic entity’s financial report 175,000 111,363 18,000 19,950
Other services 12,071 22,950 8,483 21,333

187,071 134,313 26,483 41,283

27 Employee entitlements and superannuation commitments
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Employee entitlements
The aggregate employee entitlement liability is comprises:
Accrued wages, salaries and on-costs 1,895 678 666 320
Provisions (current) 3,013 1,098 1,792 835

4,908 1,776 2,458 1,155

Balance at 1 January 2003 1,776 1,368 1,155 958
Increase through acquisition 1,401 938 1,401 –
Additional provision 2,424 703 234 329
Provision utilised (693) (1,233) (332) (132)

Balance at 31 December 2003 4,908 1,776 2,458 1,155

The provision represents amounts due to employees in respect of entitlements to Annual and Long Service Leave accrued under statutory
obligations applicable in Australia and PNG. These amounts are payable in the normal course of business either when leave is taken or on
termination of employment.

Employee Share Option Scheme
An employee share scheme was established in 1995 where employees of the economic entity are issued with options over ordinary shares
of Oil Search Limited. The options, issued for nil consideration, are issued in accordance with guidelines established by the directors of Oil
Search Limited. The options cannot be transferred and will not be quoted on the Australian Stock Exchange. There are currently 57
employees participating in the scheme.

Details of outstanding options at 31 December 2003, are as follows. All options expire five years from their date of issue or on termination
of the employee. No amount has been recognised in the financial statements in respect of these options.

Issue date Exercise date Exercise price A$ Number outstanding

11 January 1999 11 January 2001 1.580 306,250a

11 January 1999 11 January 2002 1.580 612,500a

11 January 1999 11 January 2003 1.580 306,250a

17 March 1999 17 March 2000 1.390 250,000a

17 March 1999 17 March 2001 1.390 500,000a

17 March 1999 17 March 2002 1.390 250,000a

10 March 2000 10 March 2002 1.694 1,782,500
10 March 2000 10 March 2003 1.694 891,250
10 March 2000 10 March 2004 1.694 891,250
19 March 2001 19 March 2003 1.466 1,247,500
19 March 2001 19 March 2004 1.466 623,750
19 March 2001 19 March 2005 1.466 623,750

Total options outstanding at year end 8,285,000

a. Options have expired since year-end.

During the year, no options were exercised and 2,295,000 options lapsed.

Superannuation commitments
Employees are entitled to varying levels of benefits on retirement, disability or death through the applicable contribution plan. Employees
contribute to the superannuation plan at various percentages of their salaries, and the economic entity also contributes at various rates.
Contributions by the economic entity in Australia of 9% of employees’ salaries are legally enforceable. During the period, US$1,314,350 
(2002: US$727,421) was recognised as an expense in relation to superannuation contributions by the economic entity
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28 Related party transactions
(a) The directors of Oil Search Limited during the year to 31 December 2003, and their interests in the shares of Oil Search Limited at that

date were:

No. of ordinary shares No. of options No. of CPS 2000

2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002

NN Beangke – –
PR Botten a – – – – – –
JL Stitt 108,180 108,180 – – – 2,000
CP Hildebrand 12,000 12,000 – – – –
MD Kriewaldt 12,000 12,000 – – – –
KG Constantinou 12,000 12,000 – – – –
R Igara – – – – – –
F Ainsworth – – – – – –

a. Mr Botten’s service agreement was amended on 17 March 1999 to include a bonus based on share price performance over a five-year term. The bonus,
calculated on the excess share price on the date it is paid over A$1.390, (the price on the day of the agreement), is based on 1,900,000 shares and is payable
in three annual tranches commencing 17 March 2000. There have been no payments to date under this agreement.

Mr TJ Kennedy resigned from the Board on 17 November 2003. He had interests in 1,859,800 ordinary shares (2002: 832,252) and no
converting preference shares (2002: 10,000) at that date.

(b) (1) Interests in controlled entities are disclosed in note 4.

(2) Loans receivable from and payable to controlled entities are disclosed in notes 8 and 17 respectively. Interest revenue and expenses
brought to account by the Company in respect of these loans during the financial year is disclosed in note 2.

(3) Interest held in joint ventures are set out in note 22.

(4) Other than transactions between entities within the economic entity (as disclosed in Note 2 to the financial statements), which 
were made under normal commercial terms and conditions, there were no other related party transactions during the year to 
31 December 2003.

Consolidated

2003 2002
US cents US cents

29 Earnings per share
Basic earnings per share 7.66 4.47
Diluted earnings per share 7.66 4.47

Weighted average number of ordinary shares used in the calculation 
of basic earnings per share 1,103,424,014 984,672,489

Weighted average number of ordinary shares used in the calculation 
of diluted earnings per share 1,103,424,014 984,672,489

Basic earnings per share have been calculated on the operating profit after tax of US$84,519,620 (2002: US$44,034,152) after adjusting for
preference dividends paid.

Diluted earnings per share have been calculated on an operating profit after tax of US$84,519,620 (2002: US$44,034,152) after adjusting for
preference dividends paid. Options are not dilutive, and therefore not included in the calculation of diluted earnings per share.
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30 Financial instruments

(a) Terms, conditions and accounting policies
The economic entity’s accounting policies, including the terms and conditions of each class of financial asset, financial liability and equity
instrument, both recognised and unrecognised at balance date, are as follows:

Recognised Balance
financial Sheet Accounting Terms and 
instruments Notes policies conditions

(i) Financial assets
Receivables – trade 6 Trade receivables are carried at nominal amounts Credit sales are on 30 day terms.

due less any provision for doubtful debts. A provision 
for doubtful debts is recognised when collection of 
the full nominal amount is no longer probable.

Receivables – 8 Amounts (other than trade debts) receivable from Receivables from related  
Related parties/entities related parties/entities are carried at nominal parties/entities are payable at 

amounts due. call. Refer to note 28(b).

Short term deposits 24(b) Short term deposits are stated at the lower of cost Short-term deposits are at call.
and net realisable value. Interest is recognised in the 
profit and loss account when earned.

Investments 9 Investments are booked at cost. Investments Shares held in DRD are ADRs, 
classified as available-for-sale are measured at publicly traded in the US.
subsequent reporting dates at fair value.

(ii) Financial liabilities
Secured loans 15,18 Secured loans are carried at the principal amount. The secured loans are repayable 

Interest on borrowings for major projects is capitalised in quarterly instalments from 
until the commencement of production and then proceeds earned from the 
amortised over the estimated life of the project. Kutubu, Gobe and Moran Oil

Projects, and the Hides Gas
Project. Interest is charged at
LIBOR plus a margin. Details of
the security over the secured
loans are set out in Note 23(d).

Trade creditors and Accruals 14 Liabilities are recognised for amounts to be paid in the Trade liabilities are normally 
future for goods and services received, whether or not settled on 30 day terms.
billed to the economic entity.

Accounts payable – 17 Loans from related parties are carried at the principal Amounts owing to related 
Related party/entity amount. Interest is taken up as an expense on an parties/entities are payable at 

accrual basis. call. Refer to Note 28(b).

Taxation payable The liability for taxation payable is accounted for in The income tax liability is 
accordance with the revised IAS 12. calculated using a tax rate of

between 25% and 50%. Interest
is charged at the rate of 20% on
amounts overdue.
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30 Financial instruments continued

(a) Terms, conditions and accounting policies continued

Recognised Balance
financial Sheet Accounting Terms and 
instruments Notes policies conditions

(iii) Equity
Ordinary shares 21 Ordinary share capital is recognised at the historical US$ Under the PNG Companies’ Act, 

equivalent of K100,000,000. the concept of Authorised Capital
no longer exists and there is no
limit on the number of shares the
Company may issue. 

Details of shares issued and the
terms and conditions of options
outstanding over ordinary shares
are disclosed in Notes 21 and 27.

Hedges From time to time, the economic entity enters into hedging There are no outstanding forward
arrangements where it agrees to sell specified amounts sales contracts at balance date 
of oil in the future at predetermined prices. The objective is (2002: nil).
to ensure appropriate cash flows to meet future financial 
commitments. As per IAS 39: Financial Instruments As at 31 December 2003, 
Recognition and Measurement, the Company recognises 0.5 million barrels (2002: 3.1 million) 
the fair value of outstanding effective hedges in the Balance remain hedged for periods of up
Sheet. Hedging settlements are included in the Profit and to six months ending 30 June 2004.
Loss at the same time as the underlying physical exposure 
is recognised in the Profit and Loss. Hedging has been undertaken 

by way of put option and swap
programs, with varying strike
prices as detailed in the 
following table.

The Company’s oil hedge book at 31 December 2003 comprises the following positions, all designated as cashflow hedges.

Strike Price
Period Instrument US$/bbl Premium/bbl bbls

Jan–June 2004 WTI swap 23.85 – 480,000

The Company’s oil hedge book at 31 December 2002 comprised the following positions, all designated as cashflow hedges.

Strike Price
Period Instrument US$/bbl Premium/bbl bbls

Jan–June 2003 WTI put option 19.17 1.26 1,500,000
Jan–June 2003 Tapis swap 26.435 – 300,000
July–Dec 2003 Tapis swap 24.42 – 300,000
July–2003 WTI swap 24.90 – 480,000
Jan–June 2004 WTI swap 23.85 – 480,000
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30 Financial instruments continued

(b) Interest rate risk
The economic entity’s exposure to interest rate risks and the effective interest rates of financial assets and financial liabilities, 
both recognised and unrecognised at balance date, are as follows:

Fixed interest rate maturing in: Total carrying Weighted 
Floating Non amount average 
interest 1 year More than interest- as per the effective 

rate or less 1–5 years 5 years bearing balance sheet interest rate
Financial 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003 2003
Instruments US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 %

Financial assets
Cash 102,645 – – – – 102,645 0.9
Receivables – trade – – – – 53,563 53,563
Other debtors – – – – 26,045 26,045
Investments – – – – 20,987 20,987
Due from other entities 12,317 – – – – 12,317 5.3

Total financial assets 114,962 – – – 100,595 215,557

Financial liabilities
Trade creditors and accruals – – – – 56,340 56,340
Taxation payable – – – – – –
Secured loans 200,000 – – – – 200,000 4.2
Hedge payable – – – – 3,731 3,731

Total financial liabilities 200,000 – – – 60,071 260,071

Fixed interest rate maturing in: Total carrying Weighted 
Floating Non amount average 
interest 1 year More than interest- as per the effective 

rate or less 1–5 years 5 years bearing balance sheet interest rate
Financial 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002 2002
Instruments US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 %

Financial assets
Cash 60,843 – – – – 60,843 1.7
Receivables – trade – – – – 29,330 29,330
Other debtors – – – – 24,199 24,199
Due from other entities 19,646 – – – – 19,646 6.3

Total financial assets 80,489 – – – 53,529 134,018

Financial liabilities
Trade creditors and accruals – – – – 35,574 35,574
Taxation payable – – – – – –
Secured loans 192,105 – – – – 192,105 5.2
Hedge payable – – – – 1,949 1,949

Total financial liabilities 192,105 – – – 37,523 229,628

There exists no unrecognised financial instrument at balance date.
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30 Financial instruments continued

(c) Net fair values
The aggregate net fair values of financial assets and financial liabilities, 
both recognised and unrecognised at balance date, are as follows:

Aggregate Aggregate 
net fair value net fair value

2003 2002 
US$’000 US$’000

Financial assets
Cash 102,645 60,843
Receivables – trade 53,563 29,330
Other debtors 26,045 24,199
Investments 20,987 –
Due from other entities 12,317 19,646

Total financial assets 215,557 134,018

Financial liabilities
Trade creditors and accruals 56,340 35,574
Taxation payable – –
Secured loans 200,000 192,105
Hedge payable 3,731 1,949

Total financial liabilities 260,071 229,628

Hedge contracts
The fair value of hedge contracts is determined on a mark-to-market basis using contracted hedge prices and spot oil prices at the year-end.

(d) Credit risk exposures
The economic entity’s maximum exposure to credit risk at balance date in relation to each class of recognised financial asset is the carrying
amount of those assets as indicated in the balance sheet.

Concentrations of credit risk
The economic entity minimises concentrations of credit risk in relation to trade accounts receivable by undertaking transactions only with
major oil companies within the oil industry. Payment terms are maintained at 30 days, in accordance with standard oil industry practice.

The credit risk on liquid funds and derivative financial instruments is limited because the counterparties are banks with high credit ratings
assigned by international credit-rating agencies.

31 Discontinued operations
On 21 November 2003, Oil Search Limited disposed of the subsidiaries Orogen Minerals Porgera Limited and Mineral Resources (Porgera)
Limited, resulting in a profit on disposal of US$5.57 million. Details of the consideration received and net assets disposed are disclosed in
note 24(c).

Consolidated

2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000

Financial performance
Revenue from ordinary activities 51,083 38,260
Expenses from ordinary activities (38,315) (36,470)

Profit from ordinary activities before income tax expense 12,768 1,790
Income tax (expense) relating to ordinary activities (4,685) (3,873)

Net profit/(loss) 8,083 (2,083)

Cash flows
Net operating cash flows 18,479 3,653
Net investing cash flows 5,667 (1,333)
Net financing cash flows (25,247) (2,911)

Total net cash flows (1,101) (591)

The discontinued operations fall under the Minerals category under segmental reporting.
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32 Segment reporting
Primary Reporting – Business Segments

Oil Search Group Eliminations Group & Unallocated Consolidated
US$ Oil & Gas Oil & Gas Minerals Minerals

2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Sales to customers outside 
the economic entity 298,689 200,694 51,066 28,603 – – – – 349,755 229,297
Other operating revenue – 966 – 277 – – – – – 1,243
Intersegment revenue 10,375 9,381 – – (10,375) (9,381) – – – – 

Total Segment Revenue 309,064 211,041 51,066 28,880 (10,375) (9,381) – – 349,755 230,540
Interest income 1,606 2,206 18 43 – – 229 – 1,853 2,249
Dividend income – – 835 2,463 – – – – 835 2,463
Profit on disposal of 
discontinued operations – – 5,575 – – – – – 5,575 –
Profit on sale of investment – – – 1,734 – – – – – 1,734

Total Revenue 310,670 213,247 57,494 33,120 (10,375) (9,381) 229 – 358,018 236,986

Results
Cost of sales (86,103) (57,968) (28,069) (16,289) 10,375 9,381 – – (103,797) (64,876)
Amortisation (63,662) (54,007) (7,244) (7,269) – – – – (70,906) (61,276)
Restoration provisions (5,835) (3,407) (125) (206) – – – – (5,960) (3,613)
Depreciation – – – – – – (2,830) (634) (2,830) (634)
Amortisation negative goodwill – – – – – – 9,428 5,576 9,428 5,576
Exploration write-offs (12,466) (13,982) – – – – – – (12,466) (13,982)

Segment result 140,998 81,677 15,628 5,116 – – 6,598 4,942 163,224 91,735
Less – Interest expense (7,742) (6,102) – – – – (2,185) – (9,927) (6,102)
– administration expenses – – – – – – (7,658) (7,456) (7,658) (7,456)
– income tax expense – – – – – – (68,224) (37,623) (68,224) (37,623)

Operating profit/(loss) after tax 85,678 47,000

Segment assets 1,910,754 1,436,364 57,387 114,717 (640,462) (359,809) 35,287 6,431 1,362,966 1,197,703

Segment liabilities 496,595 393,912 63 30,532 – – 4,820 (14,055) 516,581 410,389

Acquisition of oil and gas 
and mineral assets 170,045 221,596 – 60,741 – – – – 170,045 282,337

Secondary Reporting – Geographical Segments

Eliminations
PNG and PNG and Intersegment

US$ Australia Australia S.E. Asia S.E. Asia Activities Consolidated

2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002 2003 2002
US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000 US$’000

Segment revenue 360,130 239,838 – 83 (10,375) (9,381) 349,755 230,540

Segment assets 1,998,763 1,552,747 4,665 4,765 (640,462) (359,809) 1,362,966 1,197,703

Acquisition of oil & gas 
and mineral assets 170,045 282,337 – – – – 170,045 282,337

The group operates in Papua New Guinea, Australia and the Middle East and undertakes financing activities in South-East Asia. Where
applicable, intersegment interest charges are calculated with reference to commercial interest rates on outstanding loan balances. The 
group’s interest in the Middle East (which has been included with Australia and PNG) has not been reported separately as it is not material 
at balance date.

The group operates in the Minerals and the Oil and Gas industries.
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In accordance with a resolution of the directors of Oil Search Limited, the directors declare that:

(a) the attached financial statements and notes thereto of the Company and of the economic entity:

(i) give a true and fair view of the Company’s and economic entity’s financial position 
as at 31 December 2003 and their performance for the year ended on that date; and 

(ii) comply with International Financial Reporting Standards and:

(b) in the opinion of the directors, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the Company will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due or payable.

On behalf of the Board of Directors

NN BEANGKE
Deputy Chairman of Directors

PR BOTTEN
Managing Director

Port Moresby, 23 March 2004
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Scope

The financial report and directors’ responsibility
The financial report comprises the balance sheet, the income
statement, the cash flow statement, the statement of changes in
equity, accompanying notes to the financial statements, and the
directors’ declaration for both Oil Search Limited (the company) and
the consolidated entity, for the financial year ended 31 December
2003 as set out on pages 44 to 69. The consolidated entity
comprises the company and the entities it controlled at the year’s
end or from time to time during the financial year.

The directors of the company are responsible for the preparation
and true and fair presentation of the financial report in accordance
with the PNG Companies Act (1997). This includes responsibility for
the maintenance of adequate accounting records and internal
controls that are designed to prevent and detect fraud and error,
and for the accounting policies and accounting estimates inherent
in the financial report.

Audit approach
We have conducted an independent audit of the financial report in
order to express an opinion on it to the members of the company.
Our audit has been conducted in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing to provide reasonable assurance whether the
financial report is free of material misstatement. The nature of an
audit is influenced by factors such as the use of professional
judgement, selective testing, the inherent limitations of internal
controls, and the availability of persuasive rather than conclusive
evidence. Therefore, an audit cannot guarantee that all material
misstatements have been detected.

We performed procedures to form an opinion whether, in all
material respects, the financial report is presented fairly in
accordance with the PNG Companies Act (1997) and International
Financial Reporting Standards and Interpretations of International
Financial Reporting Standards issued by the International Financial
Reporting Interpretations Committee so as to present a view which
is consistent with our understanding of the company’s and the
consolidated entity’s financial position, and performance as
represented by the results of their operations and their cash flows.

Our procedures included examination, on a test basis, of evidence
supporting the amounts and other disclosures in the financial
report, and the evaluation of accounting policies and significant
accounting estimates made by the directors.

While we considered the effectiveness of management’s internal
controls over financial reporting when determining the nature and
extent of our procedures, our audit was not designed to provide
assurance on internal controls.

During the course of our audit we have obtained all information and
explanations that were required. We believe that our audit provides
a reasonable basis for our opinion.  

The audit opinion expressed in this report is formed on the above
basis.

Independence

In conducting our audit, we followed applicable independence
requirements of Australian professional ethical pronouncements 
and the Australian Corporations Act 2001.

Audit Opinion

In our opinion, the financial report of Oil Search Limited is in
accordance with:

(a) the PNG Companies Act (1997), including:

(i) giving a true and fair view of the company’s and consolidated
entity’s financial position as at 31 December 2003 and of
their performance for the year ended on that date in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
and statutory requirements in Papua New Guinea; and

(ii) proper accounting records have been kept by the company
as far as appears from our examination of those records; and

(b) Interpretations of International Financial Reporting Standards
issued by the International Financial Reporting Interpretations
Committee.

DELOITTE TOUCHE TOHMATSU 

Paul Barber
Partner
Chartered Accountants 
Registered under the Accountants Act 1996
Port Moresby, 24 March 2004 

DELOITTE TOUCHE TOHMATSU 

Johan Duivenvoorde
Partner
Chartered Accountants
Registered Company Auditor in Australia
Sydney, 24 March 2004

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
A.B.N. 74 490 121 060

Deloitte Tower, Level 12
Douglas Street
Port Moresby
PO Box 1275 Port Moresby
National Capital District
Papua New Guinea

Tel:  (675) 308 7000
Fax:  (675) 308 7001
www.deloitte.com.pg

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
A.B.N. 74 490 121 060

Grosvenor Place
225 George Street
Sydney  NSW  2000
PO Box N250 Grosvenor Place
Sydney NSW 1220 Australia

DX 10307SSE
Tel:  +61 (0) 2 9322 7000
Fax:  +61 (0) 2 9322 7001
www.deloitte.com.au
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(a) The distribution of ordinary shares ranked according to size as at 31 March 2004 was:

Size of Holding Number of holders Number of shares % of Issued Capital

1-1,000 13,417 8,403,436 0.75
1,001-5,000 14,615 38,219,659 3.43
5,001-10,000 4,328 34,208,158 3.07
10,001-100,000 3,775 98,439,347 8.84
100,001 and over 286 93,519,728 83.91

36,421 1,113,790,328 100.00

(b) The twenty largest ordinary shareholders representing 73.31% of the ordinary shares as at 31 March 2004 were as follows:

Shareholder Number of Shares % of Issued Capital 

1 Independent Public Business Corporation as Trustee 
of The General Business Trust of Papua New Guinea 196,604,177 17.65

2 National Nominees Limited 123,001,174 11.04
3 JP Morgan Nominees Australia 121,485,133 10.91
4 Westpac Custodian nominees 113,758,697 10.21
5 Citicorp Nominees Limited 38,609,793 3.47
6 ANZ Nominees 37,152,865 3.34
7 RBC Global Services Australia 28,746,169 2.58
8 NRMA Nominees Pty Limited 28,457,571 2.56
9 AMP Life Limited 20,902,780 1.88
10 Westpac Financial Services 20,274,505 1.82
11 Queensland Investment Corporation 18,997,860 1.71
12 Public Officers Super Fund 12,829,000 1.15
13 Cogent Nominees Pty Limited 9,044,104 0.81
14 Cogent Nominees Pty Limited 8,184,265 0.73
15 Westpac Life Insurance 8,068,545 0.72
16 UBS Nominees Pty Ltd 7,392,817 0.66
17 Tasman Asset Management Ltd 7,254,857 0.65
18 Transputa Pty Limited 5,483,448 0.49
19 PSS Board c/o JP Morgan Nominees Australia Limited 5,403,900 0.49
20 Fortis Clearing Nominees P/L 4,914,949 0.44

Total 816,566,609 73.31

(c) Issued capital 1,113,790,328 ordinary fully paid shares
8,285,000 unlisted employee options over fully paid ordinary shares

(d) The following interests were registered on the Company’s register of Substantial Shareholders as at 31 March 2004

Shareholder Number of shares % of issued capital

Independent Public Business Corporation as Trustee 
of The General Business Trust of Papua New Guinea 196,604,177 17.65%

(e) The Company’s ordinary fully paid shares are listed on the Australian Stock Exchange and the Port Moresby Stock Exchange. 
Shares are also listed in the United States of America, via American Depositary Receipts (ADRs).

(f) At 31 March 2004, 435 holders held unmarketable parcels of ordinary shares in the Company.

(g) At 31 March 2004, there was a current on-market buy-back of the Company’s shares in place.

(h) The Company made donations totalling US$67,617 during the financial year ended 31 December 2003.

Voting rights attached to ordinary shares
1. On a show of hands, one vote per member.

2. On a poll, every member present shall have one vote for every share held by him/her in the Company.

Notice of Meeting
Oil Search’s Annual General Meeting will be held in the Ballroom at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea, 
on Friday, 28 May 2004, at 11:00 a.m.
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Registered Office

7th Floor
Credit House
Cuthbertson Street
Port Moresby 
Papua New Guinea

PO Box 842
Port Moresby 
Papua New Guinea

Telephone: (675) 322 5599
Facsimile: (675) 322 5566

Australian Office

Level 27 
Angel Place
123 Pitt Street
Sydney NSW 2000
GPO Box 2442
Sydney NSW 2001

Telephone: (61-2) 8207 8400
Facsimile: (61-2) 8207 8500

Yemen Office

Osmel (Yemen) Office 
PO Box 7192
Sana’a 
Republic of Yemen

Telephone: (967-1) 423 440/441/422 
Facsimile: (967-1) 410 314

Share Register

Oil Search’s share register is handled by Computershare, 
the world’s leading transfer agency/share registry.

For information on your shareholding, such as checking 
your balance of shares, making changes to your registered
name or address or for dividend enquiries, please 
contact Computershare.

Computershare Investor Services Pty Limited
Level 3/60 Carrington Street
Sydney NSW 2000

Telephone: (61-2) 8234 5000
Facsimile: (61-2) 8234 5050
Investor Enquiries: (61-2) 8216 5706
Email: webqueries@computershare.com.au

Oil Search Website

A wide range of information on Oil Search is available on 
the Company’s website, at www.oilsearch.com. As well as
reviews of Oil Search’s Board and senior management team,
corporate governance practices and activities, the following
information for investors is available:

• Annual Reports
• Profit Announcements
• Press Releases
• Quarterly Reports
• Drilling updates
• Presentations 
• Archived Webcasts

Investor information, other than about shareholdings 
and dividends, can be obtained by sending an email to:
investor@oilsearch.com

Register of Depositary Receipts

Bank of New York 
ADR Division 
22nd Floor
101 Barclay Street 
New York 
NY 10286

Telephone:(1-212) 815 2711
Facsimile:(1-212) 571 3050

Share Codes

ASX Share Code: OSH
ADR Share Code: OISHY

Senior Management

Gerea Aopi CBE
General Manager Port Moresby Office (Papua New Guinea)

Peter R Botten
Managing Director (Australia)

Steve M Butterworth
General Manager – Human Resources (Australia)

Nigel DR Hartley
Chief Financial Officer (Australia)

Austin D Miller
General Manager – Commercial (Australia)

Michael G Sullivan
General Counsel/Group Secretary (Australia)

Keiran J Wulff
Chief Operating Officer (Australia)
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Profit

Core Profit After Tax rose 62% to
US$89.6 million, a record for the
Company, while Reported Profit 
After Tax was 82% higher, at 
US$85.7 million. Profitability was driven
by higher oil production combined with
strong commodity prices. Earnings per
share increased to US 7.7 cents or 
A 11.7 cents. A US 1 cent ordinary
dividend and, in recognition of the
strong result, a US 1 cent special
dividend, has been declared.

Core Operating Profit After Tax

What’s changed... In October 2003, Oil Search took over as operator of all PNG’s 
oil fields. This fulfilled the key recommendation of Oil Search’s 2002 Strategic Review, to take
control of the Company’s core assets. Operatorship provides Oil Search with the levers to
extract maximum value from its existing asset base, by enhancing production, reducing
operating costs and revitalising exploration activity in PNG. Our measured diversification 
outside PNG is also starting to pay off, with an oil discovery in Yemen shortly after the year end. 

Production

Oil Search produced 10.35 mmboe 
in 2003, 24% higher than in 2002. 
This increase reflected a full year’s
contribution from the Orogen merger,
two months from the ChevronTexaco
purchase and rising production from
the Moran field. The natural decline 
in production from Oil Search’s 
mature Kutubu and Gobe fields was
substantially attenuated, a direct result
of the initiatives of the Kutubu and
Gobe Asset Teams.

Net Production

Operatorship

In May 2003, Oil Search was
unanimously elected by its Joint
Venture partners to operate all 
PNG’s oil fields, following
ChevronTexaco’s resignation of 
the role. After a rigorously audited
transition process, Oil Search formally
took over operatorship in October
2003. As a result, Oil Search’s
employee numbers have increased
from 200 to over 800, with over 500
PNG nationals, and all operating
systems have been reviewed, and
where appropriate, upgraded.

The assumption of operatorship is 
one of the most important events 
in the Company’s 74-year history. 
It represents an historic opportunity 
for Oil Search to implement a range 
of production, cost and development
initiatives which will maximize the 
value of our oil fields. It has already
resulted in the development of an
integrated oil and gas model, a key
driver for our decision to progress 
gas commercialisation.
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2004 Calendar of events
Event Expected Date*

Release of Preliminary Final Statement for 2003 Full Year 25 February

Ex-dividend date for 2003 full-year dividend 20 April

Release of 2004 First Quarter Report 22 April

Record Date for 2003 full-year dividend 27 April

Payment of dividend for 2003 11 May

Annual General Meeting (Port Moresby) 28 May

Release of 2004 Second Quarter Report 22 July

Release of Interim Profit Statement for 6 months to June 2004 25 August

Release of 2004 Third Quarter Report 21 October

End of Financial Year 31 December
* Subject to change

Glossary of Terms

1P Proven reserves

2P Proven and Probable reserves

barrel/bbl The standard unit of measurement for all production and sales – one barrel equals 159 litres 
or 35 imperial gallons

bcf Billion cubic feet where a billion is defined as 109. On average 1 bcf of sales gas = 1.055 petajoules 

boe Barrels of oil equivalent - the factor used to convert volumes of different hydrocarbon production 
to barrels of oil equivalent. Conversion rate used by Oil Search for gas is 6,000 cubic feet gas is
equivalent to 1 barrel of oil

bopd Barrels of oil per day

development well Wells designed to produce hydrocarbons from a gas or oil field within a proven productive
reservoir defined by exploration or appraisal drilling

hydrocarbons Solid, liquid or gas compounds of the elements hydrogen and carbon

LNG Liquefied natural gas

LPG Liquid petroleum gas

mmbbls Million barrels

mmscf/d Million standard cubic feet per day

PDL Petroleum Development Licence

PL Pipeline Licence

PRL Petroleum Retention Licence

PJ Petajoules – joules are the metric measurement unit for energy – a petajoule is equal to 
1 joule x 1015

PPL Petroleum Prospecting Licence

Proven reserves Proven reserves are those reserves that to a high degree of certainty (90% confidence), 
are recoverable – there is relatively little risk associated with these reserves

Proven & Probable Proven and Probable reserves (2P) are reserves that analysis of geological and engineering data 
reserves suggests are more likely than not to be recoverable – there is at least a 50% probability that

reserves recovered will exceed Proven and Probable reserves

Seismic Survey A survey used to gain an understanding of rock formations beneath the earth’s surface

tcf Trillion cubic feet (measurement of gas volume)

wildcats Exploration wells testing new play concepts or structures distanced from current fields

CORPORATE CALENDAR AND GLOSSARY OF TERMS
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Things have changed...

Oil Search Limited

OUR VISION
• With our PNG assets as the platform, to be an acknowledged global

leader in developing country oil and gas exploration and production 

• Shareholder returns – to be a top quartile performer on the
Australian Stock Exchange amongst the 200 ASX leaders

OUR DRIVING FORCE IS
SHAREHOLDER INTERESTS
These interests will be best served by: 

• Safety, People and the Environment being our first 
operational priority 

• Excellent performance with continuous improvement

• Respect for the culture and diversity of all peoples

OUR CULTURE 
or “the way we go about doing things”
• Trust and Integrity

• An empowered workforce with Oil Search as employer of choice

• Effective Government relations and community affairs
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